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Distribution: A general map of distribution is given in the

introduction, showing the range of the genus as a whole. A second,

composite map, provides collection localities for the three species

studied. Other maps indicate sites of collection for each individual

species, including nests of P. longicaudus and P. silvicola, taken

in Oregon. Due to the rarity of these mice and the limited localities

from which they have been taken, no all-inclusive range boundaries

have been attempted.

Habitat and ecology: The habitat and ecology of these

mice are singularly similar, as they are endemic to the humid are-

as of western Oregon and northern California. Information on P.

albipes is primarily from the literature. The data on P. silvicola

1 Where information was lacking on P. albipes, the species was
simply omitted from the discussion.



is based upon field observation as is to some extent, that on P.

longicaudus.

Home range: The scarcity of animals, coupled with diffi-

culty in collecting and field observations, has made a home range

study impossible.

Nests: A compendium, as complete as possible, is pre-

sented on the published studies carried out in California on the

nests of P. longicaudus. In Oregon, data were assembled from the

careful examination anddissection of 150 nests, with supplementary

information obtained through the literature. Nothing could be found

pertaining to P. albipes.

Behavior: Field observations of 100 mice, plus limited

laboratory observations, form the basis of the information in this

study. Additional laboratory. observations are being made by Dr.

Murray Johnson of Tacoma, Washington, to be compiled at a later

date.

Food and water: Data on food and water were obtained in

both the field andlaboratory.

Breeding biology: Careful records were kept on pregnant

females and young, caught during this study. Dr. Murray Johnson

is doing the principal study on the breeding biology of P. silvicola.

There exists minimal data on P. albipes. Information on P.

longicaudus is primarily from the literature.



Molts and hibernation: The discussion of molts and hiber-

nation is based on material from the literature.

Parasites: Parasites were collected from both mice and

nests. Berlese funnels were used to get the parasites from the

nest material, while those on the individual mice were picked off

with a fine paint brush dipped in 70 percent isopropyl alcohol. These

were given to experts for determination,

Mortality and economic status: Information was col-

lected in the field and expanded from the literature.

Population: A thorough population study was conducted

over a period of about two months. The area covered consisted of

30-2/3 acres of relatively uniform second growth Douglas fir. The

entire area was systematically searched for nests.. Each nest was

identified, dissected, and recorded. Of the 41 mice known to be in

the area, all but one was captured. A complete history of the area

is given, from 1900 to the present. Aerial and ground photographs,

along with diagrams, are used for clarification.

Taxonomy: A thorough taxonomic study on the status of

P. longicaudus and P. silvicola is being conducted by Dr. Murray

Johnson. The status of P. aibipes appears to be undisputed.
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LIFE HISTORIES AND ECOLOGY OF PHENACOMYS
ALBIPES, PHENACOMYS LONGICAUDUS

PHENACOMYS SILVICOLA

INTRODUC TION

Aims of This Study

Since these species were first described, only P. cus
has been studied to any extent. Little has been written or is known

about the life histories of P. albipes orP. silvicola

With respect to P. albipes, the least known of the three, it was

the purpose of this study to: (1) give as complete a literature review

as possible, (Z) decipher and correlate such data into meaningful

order, and (3) add whatever original information possible to that

already known.

As far as P. lorigicaudus and P. silvicola are concerned, it

was the writers intent to find the distributional, ecological and be'

havioral similarities and differences between the two species. This,

in turn, would lay the foundation for a thorough taxoriomic study of

these mice. It is the contention of the writer and Dr. M. L. Johnson

that P. silvicola is not of specific rank, but rather is subspecific

to P. longicaudus.

It was further intended to compare, supplement and, where

possible, verify the work of previous investigators. This study was

carried out in northern Oregon and then compared with the earlier

work done in California. In this connection, the following were of
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special interest: (1) distribution, (2) nests, (3) sex ratio, (4) para-

sites, (5) mortality, (6) behavior in nature and captivity, and (7) a

pioneering population study.

Lastly, it was desired to give as complete a life history ac-

count as possible, for these are among the most unique of the North

American mammals.

Genus PHENACOMYS Merriam

The genus name Phenacomys, used by Dr. C. Hart Merriam

in 1889, is derived from the Greek. It means "an impostor" or "a

cheat" plus mys "a mouse" (Ingles 1957).

Phenacomys is a primitive member of the living voles (Wilson

1932). No fossil material appears to be referable to the genus

(Taylor 19l5a; Dr. A. E. Wood, personal communication). How-

ever, Nehring determined "Arvicola" intermedius Newton, from the

late Pliocene Forest Bed of Norfolk, England, as Phenacomys.

Later work associated the fossil forms with the genus Mimomys

Forsyth Major (Miller 1896; Taylor 1915a). "The microtines ap-

pear in the middle or late Pliocene as Mimomys, in both Europe

and North America. All the microtine differentiation is later than

this. As a result, all the fossils are either late Pliocene or

Pleistocene" (Dr. A.E. Wood, personal communication). As

stated by Howell (1926), "No fossil remains of Phenacomys have been
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discovered, nor anything that may be considered as having been

truly ancestral to the genus; but knowledge of the sub-family indi-

cates the likelihood that Phenacomys is descended from a pretype in

which the outer and inner re-entrant angles of the lower teeth were of

practically equal depth, the angles less sharp, the triangles more

open, and the enamel of the concave and convex sides of the prisms

of equal thickness. Furthermore, it is very possible, and even

probable, that the genus originated in North America. The fact that

it now occupies a boreal habitat, however, is no reason for assuming

that it has always been confined to such surroundings. The present

facts of its distribution point to the probability that it, like the lem-

mings, is usually unable to withstand much competition, and that it

has had to give way from time to time before the advance of more

adaptable species of meadow mice. This probably accounts for its

presence in, or restriction to, such situations as the heather beds

of the high mountains, or the dense forests of the Pacific coast- -

localities where it should encounter little competition ecologically.

Occasionally, where conditions are especially favorable, and there

seems to be 'room for all', this genus may be found closely associ-

ated, and apparently on favorable terms, with both Microtus and

Evotornys."

Despite the lack of fossil material synonymous with Phenaco-

mys, existing characteristics illustrate its primitive taxonomic



position as shown in a compendium by Howell (1926), "The molar

teeth of the genus Phenacomys are more completely rooted than are

those of any other recent microtine, for although this character is

shared by the genera Evotomy and Ondatra, the teeth of these last

do not become rooted until a more advanced age is attained, and the

fangs never become completely closed. This is considered to be a

primitive character, and taking the teeth as a criterion of the greatest

importance in judging the systematic position of the genus, as is

usually done, Phenacomys is indicated as being the most primitive

of recent Microtinae.

"Such argument can be accepted only tentatively, however,

for there are other factors to be considered in determining the evo-

lutional age of the genus. There is strong, if not conclusive evi-

dence, though, that the ancestors of the microtines had rooted teeth.

In considering the existing state of affairs, the possibility must be

entertained of an animal, directly ancestral to Phenacomys, having

developed rootless teeth from an original stock with rooted molars,

and the present genus developed from that. This rooted-rootless-

rooted theory, being the case of the modification of a part, not the

loss of one, is a possibility, but the evidence so far available does

not encourage its acceptance.

"Summarizing the characters by which the systematic posi-

tion of the genus may best be judged, it is considered that although



2 Distributional data is based on information in hand. Additional
data will be compiled at a later date.

3The common name for P. longicaudus is: the red tree mouse.

4The common name for P. albipes is: the white-footed vole, and
that of P. silvicola is the dusky tzee mouse.

5

the rooted nature of the molars is a character that is often con-

sidered primitive, it does not necessarily indicate more in this

case than that the genus has never experienced the necessity for

faster-growing teeth. The great depth of the inner re.entrant angles

of the lower teeth and the difference between the thickness of the

enamel on the anterior and posterior faces of the prisms is con-

sidered to indicate a high degree of specialization for a certain food

or manner of feeding. These details, coupled with distributional

facts, indicate that the Phenacomys type of microtine is of decided

antiquity, and in some ways the genus Phenacomys may be consid-

ered primitive, but the enamel pattern is highly specialized. '

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the genus Phenacomys as
2a whole.

The description of P. longicaudus, by F. W. True, is dated

10 September 1890. The type specimen of P. albipes was collected

by W. K. Fisher on 24 May 1899 and the type of P. silvicola was

collected by Peter P. Walker on 25 October l916. Thus, it may

be seen that the scientific discovery of these three species is rela-

tively recent as compared with other North American mammals.





FIGURE 1

GENUS PHENACOMYS MERRIAM

The genus includes four species:

1.. Phenacornys intermedius

Phenacomys albipes

Phenacomys longicaudus

Phenacomys silvicola
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DISTRIBUTION

Phenacomys albipes, P. longicaudus, and P. silvicola are

endemic to the humid areas of western Oregon and northwestern

California (Fig. 2).

Phenacomys albipes is known from Old Fort Clatsop, Clatsop

County, Oregon, southward along the coast to Humboldt Bay, Hum-

boldt County, California. According to the literature (Hall & Kelson

1959; Miller & Kellogg 1955), the easternmost edge of its

range is Vida, Lane County, Oregon. 1 Attention is called

herewith to an eastern range extension of the species: An adult

female was collected by Edward F. Hooven, Forest Research Wild-

life Ecologist, Forest Research Laboratory, Corvallis, Benton

County, Oregon, on 14 April 1965. This specimen was taken in the

Loon Creek Timber Sale of the Willamette National Forest, 23 miles

southeast of Vida, T. 18S; R. 5E; Sec. 23, Lane County, Oregon.2

The specimen (catalogue no. 2601) is in the collection of the Oregon

State University Museum of Natural History. As all trappings of

P. albipes have been accidental and knowledge of its life history is

lacking, one is constrained to accept its distribution s a "coastal

7

1 Jewett (1915) says, ".. . two miles below the little town of Vida. . .

in speaking of the place he collected the specimen.
2 Mileage recorded by the writer is in air-miles from the nearest

Post Office, unless otherwise stated.
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strip of unknown width" (Tables 1 and 2; Fig. 3).

Phenacomys longicaudus is found in both Oregon and California;

while P. silvicola is confined to Oregon. There is, however, con-

siderable doubt as to the taxonomic status of P. longicaudus and P.

silvicola.

The mice collected in 1914 and 1915, on Spencer Butte, just

south of Eugene, Lane County, Oregon, are recorded in the litera-

ture (Bailey 1915; Jewett 1920) as F, longicaudus.

Howell. (1926), speaking of specimens from Eugene and

"unmistakable evidence" found in old nests near the Bonne-

ville Fish Hatchery at Bonneville on the Columbia River, says

t1Though this sign may possibly have been of longicaudus, it is

considered more likely to have been of silvicola." Tree mice, the

common name for both species, collected north of Eugene, between

the Pacific Ocean and the western edge of the Willamette Valley,

have been called F. silvicola, with few exceptions; while those from

Eugene north along the eastern edge of the Willamette Valley have,

with one exception, been termed P. longicaudus. Due to the lack of

more exact information, the writer will consider all the tree mice

north of Spencer Butte on the western side of the Willamette Valley

as P. silvicola and those to the north of Spencer Butte on the eastern

side of the Willamette Valley as P. longicaudus, until such a time

as their taxonomic status can be unquestionably settled.
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In this connection, a statement made by Brown (1964)

must be brought to the foreground. tSpecimens of Phenacomys

silvicola have been taken only from near Tillamook and Corvallis,

Oregon, according to Hall and Kelson (The mammals of North Amer-

ica, p. 721, 1959). Personal observations indicate that the species

is more widespread in Oregon than this. Four specimens in the

Oregon State University Museum of Natural History which were

captured near Mollala, 50 miles northeast of Corvallis, clearlybe-

long to this species rather than Phenacomys longicaudus. Likewise,

two specimens from Eugene, Oregon, in the collection of the Uni-

versity of Oregon Museum of Natural History at Eugene are also

typical P. silvicola. Other Oregon specimens of tree mice have

not yet been examined by the author, but it appears that the P. silvi-

cola form is much more widespread in westcentral and northwest

Oregon than P. longicaudus.?l

It is dubious that such a long-standing taxonomic problem can

be cleared up by the examination of four specimens from the vicinity

of Mollala, one of which is labeled TOregon Caves National Monu-

ment, and two specimens, both immature, collected onSpencer

Butte, from the University of Oregon Museum of Natural History.

It is further difficult to understand how immature individuals of a

species can be termed "typical." Even the eight additional speci-

mens (Brown, p. 647) collected in McDonald Forest, could offer
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small hope of solving so complex a question of taxonomic status and

range as exists to date between the two species of tree mice. It is

of interest that six of the eight specimens were immature.

'Although the range [of P. longicaudus is discontinuous from

the very nature of the case, the mice may very well be more uni-

formly distributed over suitably timbered territory than has yet

been proved. In general, the species occupies the humid coast

faunal area from Mendocino County, Calif., north through the cor-

responding portion of Oregon. There is apparently no reason why

it should not occur in similar parts of Washington as well, but it

has never been detected within the boundaries of the State'1 (Howell

1926). In the exped.ence of the writer, the distribution of

the tree mice is remarkably uniform on both sides of the Willamette

Valley. Though mice were not always collected, their unmistaka-

ble nests were found in almost every locality examined, often in

surprising abundance. It seems more likely that the secretive na-

ture of the mice, along with the difficulty a person has in locating

their nests, is responsible for what has been considered the dis-

continuous nature of their range.

Tree mouse nests are comparatively easy to find in smaller

trees, but in the large hooters or bastard growth, they are almost
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impossible to detect.7 In much of the area inhabited by these mice

all that remains after logging operations and fire, are the large

hooters. Many of these trees can withstand forest fires because

they are growing in places seldom reached by fire,though fire may,

at times, surround them. Others are left by loggers as seed trees,

in areas where natural reforestation is feasible. It seems plausible

that this situation would pertain to their entire range. Thus, a

possibility exists for the re-establishment of tree mouse popula-

tions, following fire or logging.

Jewett (19Z0) felt, from his knowledge of the

state of Oregon, that the center of abundance of the red tree mouse

would be the lower Rogue River watershed in Curry County. Thus

far, however, the mice appear to be most abundant along the west-

ern side of the Willamette Valley. This, most likely, is due to

extensive collecting, rather than to a scarcity of mice in other

areas.

Benson and Borell (1931) looked for these mice in

"suitable places" in Mann and Santa Cruz Counties, California, but

found none. Therefore, Occidental, Sonoma County, remains their

southernmost known limit of distribution. Mendocino City,

7Hooters and bastard growth are terms loggers have given to large,
limby Douglas Fir, usually undesirable for market, hence not cut.
The term "Hooter" arises from the use made of these trees by
the male sooty grouse in territorial displays--hooting.
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Mendocino County, which is 70 miles north of Occidental, was the

southernmost known limit of the tree mouse, before their discovery

at Occidental.

Howell further asserts (l9Z6), T11t is difficult to

make precise statements regarding the distributional preferences

of the species. It is not to befound in pure stands of redwood, for

it will not feed upon this tree; but it does occur in its favorite trees

along the edges of these pure stands, and where there is mixed tim-

ber. In Oregon the mice are presumed to occur here and there

throughout most of the coastal belt where this is suitably forested;

but stations of capture are lacking in the extreme northwestern

portions of the State. The easternmost records are from localities

with considerably greater tendencies toward aridity than is the case

over the greater portion of the range of the species. It occurs in

both the Transition and Canadian Zones, but in certain parts of the

coast belt where it is to be found between densely timbered hillsides

and gulches on the one hand, and bare or brushy slopes and bottom

lands on the other many zonal indicators normally. dependable are

here so inextricably interwoven that one is forced to be cautious in

making exact statements.

ITWithin the general area studied the tree mice may occur

wherever there is a stand, not too dense, either of Douglas or

grand fir or both. This condition, as previously indicated, is often
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to be found upon the borders of dense redwood forests, notably upon

the shoulders of southward-facing hills. Elsewhere than in redwood

country their preferences, according to information published by

others, may be more difficult of proper interpretation. One dis-

tributional factor of paramount importance is that of accessibility.

The species will seldom or never be found in naturally isolated

patches of timber, even though these be of comparatively large ex-

tent. Theoretically at least, a considerable expanse of brushy or

open land without suitable trees is an absolute barrier to the species.

As with all animals, there are doubtless other distributional factors

not discernible, but which nevertheless operate to prevent the tree

mice from occupying certain territory that would seem ideal for

them.

If the tree mice, and perhaps P. albies, evolved somewhere

within their present range then it would not be surprising to find the

Columbia River to be an absolute barrier to northern expansion.

As previously indicated, the microtines evolvedduring the middle

or late Pliocene, long after the Columbia had sufficient time to be-

come well established. On the other hand, while the Columbia

River cut its way through the rising Cascade and Coast mountains

as early as the Miocene, islands and shifting channels were ever

present as a breach in the absolute barrier theory. It is possible

for an island to be formed and, over a long enough period of time,
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for a suitable habitat to become firmly established. Were the chan-

nel then to shift, a passagewayfor the emigration of the tree mice

would not be impossible. Should the channel then become altered

to its original course, a similar thoroughfare would be available

for the mice to migrate into Washington, thus becoming established

within the State.

It appears that neither of the tree mice obtain free water, ex-

cept in the form of fog or dew which collects on the fir needles used

as food. 8 This is licked off by the mice in satisfying their need for

moisture, the rest being supplied by the moisture content of the

needles. However, as mentioned earlier by Howell, the eastern-

most limit of these mice is considerably drier than the rest of their

range. It is plausible, even probable, that a diminishing source of

free water available to the mice might impose an insurmountable

barrier to eastward expansion, even though otherwise suitable habi-

tat exists immediately adjacent to the inhabited areas. Ultimately,

however, near the crest of the Cascades, the seemingly suitable

habitat grades into undesirable species of trees and finally disap-

pears completely. This situation is in direct contrast to the Coast

Strip and coastal mountain areas where relatively high humidity,

with generous quantities of fog and dew, provides ample moisture

for the livelihood of the mice.

In summary: It may be theorized that the tree mice, and pos-

sibly P. albipes, evolved within their present range. Thought to be

8 The term tifree water, " in this connotation, is water obtained
freely in nature, outside of that contained within the fir needles.



The northern and easternrnost definite specimen record found by
the writer.
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the most primitive of the living Microtines and unable to withstand

much competition, they may well have been constrained to endemism

by a number of limiting factors. Of the many factors involved,

three appear obvious and of paramount importance: The Columbia

River to the north; low humidity with insufficient free water in the

form of fog or dew, along the eastern edge of their range; and large

expanses of land lacking suitable habitat to the south.

The northern and eastern range limit was extended on 11 May

1957, when Dr. Murray Johnson collected two mice one mile east

of Cascade Locks, Hood River County, Oregon. The mice were

caught behind the Oxbow Salmon Hatchery (Dr. M. L. Johnson,

personal communication and field notes).

Hall & Kelson (1959) speak of P. lonicaudus from Bonneville,

Multnomah County, Oregon, but say nothing about specimens or

nests. Bailey (1936) writes, "The animals or their unmistakable

nests. . . have been reported. . . near Bonneville, in Multnomah County.

Howell (1926), as earlier mentioned, asserts that, ". . . unmistakable

evidence was found in old nests near the Bonneville Fish Hatchery. .."

Dr. Murray Johnson says Jewett informed him that he (Jewett) had

found only nests at Bonneville, and his was the original discovery

upon which the preceding st4ternents were based (Dr. Murray Johnson,

personal communication).

The previous north and east specimen record (Bailey, 1936)

was taken at Marmot, Clackamas County, Oregon, by William Bebb

in l907. Dr. Johnson's record extends the known range 22 to 23
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miles north and 12 to 13 miles east.

The easternmost range limit will, probably, always be in the

region of the Columbia River for, in addition to favorable habitat,

the vast body of water creates adequate humidity with ample fog

and dew throughout the summer months (Tables 3, 4, and 5; Figs.

4 and 5).

Hall and Kelson (1959) have reported a record of P. longicaudus

from Nehalem, Tillamook County, Oregon. For reasons previously

stated, (see page 8) this will be considered as the northern range

limit of P. silvicola. Newberg, Yamhill County, appears to be the

eastern border of the range. E. Wayne Hammer, Predator Control

Agent for The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Alpine, Benton County,

Oregon, captured three tree mice on 27 April 1965. They were col-

lected 2-3/4 miles WSW of Cheshire, Lane County, extending the

range 26 to 27 miles south of the previous southern limit at Corvallis

in Benton County. In addition, two unoccupied nests were found 3 and

3-.1/3 miles WSW of Noti, Lane County, extending the nest evidence

9 miles southward.

In the case of P. silvicola, the western edge of the Willamette

Valley, apparently, forms a more definite barrier to eastward ex-

pansion than that discussed in connection with P. longicaudus. In

other respects; however, the limiting factors appear to be the same

(Tables 6 and 7; Figs. 6 and 7).



Table 1. Collection sites of Phenacomys albipes in Oregon

LOCALITY

Old Fort Clatsop

Near Hwy 53, Nehalem
Summit

2 mi. up Miami River, Tillamook
2.Smi. N Garibaldi
1 mi. N Bay City

Netarts
Whiskey Creek, 3

S Netarts

B lam

2-2/3mi. S Hebo
Rose Lodge

1 mi. E Newport

Head, Alsea Bay
Mary's Peak
2 mi. below Vida
23 mi. SE Vida

Gardiner

LOCALITY

Orick

Trinidad

Arcata*

Humboldt Bay
* Type Locality

Univ of Kansas, Museum

Hall ,t Kelson 1959

mi. Univ. ofPugetSound, Museum

Bailey 1936
Oregon State Univ., Museum

Lincoln U.S. National Museum

Quay 1953

Univ. ofPugetSound, Museum

Benton Oregon State Univ., Museum

Lane Jewett 1915

Hooven, personal communication

Douglas Walker 1928

Table 2. Collection sites of Phenacomy albipes in California
COUNTY INFORMATION SOURCE

Humboldt Bailey 1936

It
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COUNTY INFORMATION SOURCE

Clatsop Hall & Kelson 1959
It Univ. ofPugetSound, Museum



Table 3. Collection sites of Phenacomys longicaudus in Oregon

lmi. ECascade Locks Hood River Univ. ofPugtSound, Museum

Marmot Clackamas Bailey 1936

Molalla, vicinity of Univ. ofPugetSound, Museum

4l/2 mi. SSodaville Linn Oregon State Univ., Museum

Mabel Lane Bailey 1936

Spencer Butte, Eugene OregonState Univ., Museum

Meadows H U. S. National Museum

5 mi. E Elkton Douglas Univ. ofPugetSound, Museum

Myrtle Creek PacificUnionCollege, Museum

Marshfield* Coos Bailey 1936

Port Orford Curry

Agnes s

Mouth of Lobster
Creek, 20 mi. E
Gold Beach U. S. National Museum

Salt Creek, N Bybee
Springs Jackson Bailey 1936

Oregon Caves Josephine Oregon State Univ., Museum

*Type Locality
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Table 4. Collection sites of Phenacomys lonicaudus in California

Chaparral Mountain,
Maple Creek Humboldt Taylor 19l5a

Kneeland Calif. Academy of Science

Big Bend of Mad Rv. H

Carlotta U. S. National Museum

Bridgeville andvicinity 'I Univ. of Kansas, Museum

Honeydew Calif. Academy of Science

Cuddeback* 'I Taylor 1915a

Forest Glen Trinity Calif. Academy of Science

South Fork Mountain* Miller & Kellogg 1955

Laytonville Mendocino Calif. Academy of Science

Mt. Sanhedrin 'I Taylor 19l5a

Albion and vicinity H American Museum

Cahto* TI Calif. Academy of Science

Jenner, Russian Rv. Sonoma

Monte Rio I' Univ. of Kans3s, Museum

Camp Meeker IT

Occidental and
vicinity Univ. of Michigan, Museum

* Not found on map
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Table 5. Nest records of P. longicaudus in Oregon and California

* Could nQt locate on map
** Only record found for California

Bonneville Multnomah Howell 1926: pp. 33-34

Sodaville and
vicinity Linn Personal observation

3/4 mi. SE Mable Lane I'

33/4 ml. SE Mohawk

Coburg and vicinity lT Hammer, personal communication

Vida Bailey 1936: p. 194

Cottage Grove I' I'

Yoncalla Douglas Taylor 1915a: p. 138

Elk Head Il 'I

Melrose 'I Bailey 1936: p. 194

Elm Creek* Ii

Between Ferndale
and Capetown** Humboldt Taylor 1915a: p. 138
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Table 6, Collection sites of Phenacomys silvicola in Oregon

N ehalem

Tillamook nd vicinity*

Oceanside

Netarts and vicinity
8 mi. SE of Hebo

Neskowin

Forest Grove
Gaston and vicinity

Chehalem Mt., 6 mi.
NE of Newberg

Near Fall City
2-1/6 mi. SW of
Airlie
Near Nashville
Near Blodgett

4 mi. WNW Camp Adair
8 mi. N Corvallis
McDonald Forest 6 mi.
N of Corvallis
2-1/2 mi. N of
B ellf ounta in

GlenBrook, 5-3/4 mi.
W of Monroe

* Type Locality
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Tillamook Hall & Kelson 1959

Howell 1921

Univ. ofPugetSound, Museum

Univ. of Michigan, Museum

Univ. of Kansas, Museum
A. Walker, private collection

Washington Jewett 1920
'I Univ. of Kansas, Museum

Yamhill U. S. National Museum

Polk Chicago Nat. History Museum

Oregon State Univ., Museum

Lincoln Univ. of Kansas, Museum

Benton It

I, Oregon State Univ., Museum

It

II

4-1/Zmi. SW Monroe

5-3/4mi. NW Cheshire Lane

6-3/4 mi. WNW of
Cheshire

Jones Creek, 2-3/4
mi. W Cheshire II

LOCALITY COUNTY INFORMATION SOURCE

II

It It



Table 7. Nest records of Phenacomys silvicola in Oregon
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LOCALITY COUNTY INFORMATION SOURCE

5 mi. Eof Valsetz Polk Personal observation

2-1/2 mi. SSWAirlie

1/2 mi. up N Mary's
Peak Trail, 4-2/3
mi. S of Blodgett Benton

2-1/4 mi. NNW of
Bellfountain

4-1/2 mi. NW of
Bellfountai n

6 mi. WSW Monroe

5-2/3 mi. SW Monroe Hammer, personal communication

4 mi. SSW Monroe Lane Personal observation

2 -4/5 mi. W Cheshire Hammer, personal communication

4-1/2 mi. SW Cheshire IT

5 -2/3 mi. NNW of
Cheshire Personal observation

5-3/4 mi. NW Cheshire

6 mi. NW Cheshire

7-1/2mi. NW Cheshire IT II

6 mi. WNW Cheshire Hammer, personal communication

7 mi. WNW Cheshire

74/5 mi. W Cheshire Personal observation

10 mi. WSW Cheshire II Hammer, personal communication

3-1/3 mi. WSW Noti

4-1/2 mi. NNE Noti
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FIGURE 2

DISTRIBUTION OF PHENACOMYS ALBIPES, PHENACOMYS

LONGICAUDUS AND PHENACOMYS SILVICOLA IN OREGON

AND CALIFORNIA

Due to the limited number of collection sites, each locality is

given individually.

CLEARTYPE
Map No. 8288
Published by The American Map Company, Inc.
Copyright by The American Map Company, Inc.
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HABITAT

Phenacomys albipes seems to be chiefly associated with small

forest streams.

Because so few of these mice have been collected, it seems

appropriate to give all of the detail possible in connection with the

areas in which they were caught. The type collected by Dr. Walter

K. Fisher near Arcata, Humboldt County, California, was trapped

on top of a small, needle covered, rotted log which was leaning

against a redwood tree. The tree, about two feet in diameter, was

one of a clump, made up of second growth redwoods. The general

surroundings were dry (Bailey 1936; Taylor 1915a). The second

specimen, collected by S. G. Jewett near Vida, Lane County,

Oregon, was caught among mossy rocks at the edge of a small

stream, flowing through a dense spruce and fir stand. The stream

banks were heavily covered with salmonberry and swordfern

(Jewett 1915; Taylor 1915a; Jewett 1920). Others from Net3rts,

Tillamook County, Oregon, were captured in a thicket of salmon-

berry bushes among Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis). The Gardiner,

Douglas County, Oregon, specimen was taken on the brushy bank

of a small stream (Bailey 1936). Two males, collected by F. W.

Sturges on Maryts Peak, Benton County, Oregon, were taken under

banks of very small streams near tangles of logging debris and

30
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grass in dense fir, hemlock forest. Dr. R. Storm collected an

adult female near the Mary's Peak Camp Ground on 25 July 1962.

She was caught about 100 feet from Parker Creek at the union of

the forest and the meadow. In this area, the climax forest tree is

the noble fir (Abies noblis), with some hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla).

A "young but apparently, breeding female" was collected by A. B.

Howell three miles north of Orick, Humboldt County, California.

It was caught under a log-jam, near a stream flowing through dense

redwood, maple forest (Howell 1920). Seven specimens were taken

at Trinidad, Humboldt County, California, on the edge of a little

forest stream, one-half mile from the sea, flowing through a small,

densely shaded gulch covered with redwoods, bay and maples

(Howell 1928; Bailey 1936).

Eight specimens from the University of Puget Sound Museum

of Natural History were examined.

One male was taken at Conner' s Camp on Mary' s Peak, under

the bank of a small stream in a deeply forested area. Another

specimen 'was collected at Whiskey Creek, threemiles SSE of

Netarts. The area is described as a wooded, brushy flood bottom,

level coastal creek, with a number of logs and little ground cover.

Four' were caught two miles up the Miami River, which empties

into Tillamook Bay. The habitat may be generally described as

steep, with logs, brushy forest and stream sides. All captures
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were along stream margins. A female, taken near a small creek

at the head of Alsea Bay, Lincoln County, Oregon, was in a grassy

spot on a partly. logged ridge top. Another collection site, Nehalem

Summit, near Highway 53,, Clatsop County, Oregon,.was described

as near a log, .15 feet above a moderately open spot, at the edge of

a forest stream (Dr. M. L. Johnson, field notes).

One adult male, in the flesh, was given to the writer by Sam

Seals, Wildlife Biologist with the U. S. Forest Service. The mouse

was caught, by accident, on 17 June 1964, in a #0 steel trap, set

for mountain beaver (Aplodontia rufa) in a runway of that species,

on a northeast slope. The exact location is T. 4S; R. lOW; SE 1/4

of Sec. 25, Gaudly, between units 7 and 8--the closest town being

Hebo, 2-2/3 miles north, Tillamook County, Oregon. The trap

site, investigated by the writer and Seals, was moist, 60 feet from

a small, cold, clear, permanent stream. The area, covered by

logs, was surrounded by dense vegetation, from which the following

plants were identified: Horsetail (Equisetum sp.); sword-fern

(Polystichum munitum); deer-fern (Struthiopteris spicant); miner's

lettuce (Mbntia perfoliata); nettle (Lamium sp.); foxglove (Digitalis

purpurea); Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense); salmonberry (Rubus

spectabilis); thimble-berry (Rubus parviflorus); vine maple (Acer

circinatum); red alder (Alnus oregona). Frequent open, grassy

patches were found, but none of the grasses or mosses were
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identified.

The area was logged in 1960, burned in 1961, and hand planted

in 1962.

The P. albipes secured by Hooven, see page 7, was trapped

at the base of an old Douglas fir, about 42" DBH, in a trap placed

10about 350 feet from a small stream. In the immediate vicinity was

old growth Douglas fir, about 125 years old, ". . . beginning to fall

apart as a stand... The major understory vegetation was large

vine maple, rhododendron [Rhododendron sp.j, salal [Gaultheria sp.J

and sword-fern. Some hemlock was present." The vegetation was

wet. Hooven stated that, while the trap was baited with whole oats,

"it is believed the bait had no attraction for the mouse, the catch

was accidental." The small mammals associated with the area

were: dusky shrew (Sorex obscurus), Trowbridge shrew (Sorex

trowbridgii), Townsend' s chipmunk (Eutamias townsendii), deer

mice (Peromyscus maniculatus), redback vole (Clethrionomys

occidentalis), Oregon creeping vole (Microtus oregoni), and mem-

bers of the weasel family (Edward F. Hooven, personal communica-

tion).

In general, P. albipes appears to be wholly terrestrial and

associated with small streams. Undoubtedly, it is to be found in

10DBH indicates measurement of the tree diameter at breast height.
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equal abundance, in suitable habitat, along larger streams and rivers.

The mouse, caught by Hooven, 350 feet from water, suggests

a possibility that the species is not necessarily restrained to stream

margins. This idea is further supported by the generally arid situ-

ation under which the type specimen was collected. It could be that,

like the redback vole, P. albipes is, inpart, a rover. If such is

the case, a considerably wider range of food plants may be available

to the mouse. Therefore, if the species is at all adaptable, a copi-

ous variety of food plants should greatly enhance survival possibili-

ties, were the habitat to be logged.

The extent to which this species depends on tunnels and runway

systems is not known. However, in addition to Sturgest positive

evidence, fully discussed on page 47, Johnson, in his field notes,

cites an instance where one of the specimens he collected along the

Miami River was captured on a hillside, 50 feet above a stream, in

a ttverticalll runway under a log. It must be remembered that, in

common with most small, forest-dwelling mammals, P. albipes

seems prone to travel along the underside of logs which afford im-

mediate protection from most predators. In so doing, it would

choose the easiest route of travel. On the other hand, the mouse

trapped by Seals in the mountain beaver runway, which was really

a tunnel open on the downhill side, indicates that these mice may

simply use whatever pathway is available, provided there is
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adequate cover. This supposition is further substantiated by the

fact that the #0 trap was merely set on the floor of the runway and

was unbaited.

It is important to recognize that the individual collected by

Seals was amidst and surrounded by seral plant communities, and,

therefore, that its food source must have been able to survive log-

ging and burning, else the mouse would have had to adapt not only

to new food plants, but also to increased exposure and altered cli-

matic conditions.

The altitudinal extremes thus far recorded for the species are

20 feet, 1 mile north of Bay City, Tillamook County, and 3,500 feet

at Mary's Peak Camp Ground.

Phenacomyslongicaudus is primarily arboreal. Though as-

sociated with Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), it has been found

in grand fir (Abies grandis) and Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) on

several occasions (Taylor 1915a; Howell 1926: Benson & Borell

1931; Bailey 1936). Taylor (1915a) writes, "Nests. of

Phenacomys longicaudus have been found in three conifers, Picea

sitchensis, Abies grandisand Pseudotsuga taxifolia. Our field party

in 1913 found nests in both the latter-named species, those at

Mendocino City [-Mendocino County, California] being in grand firs,

while those at Lierly' s [a ranch near Mt. Sanhedrin, Mendocino

County, California.] and elsewhere were in Douglas firs." He further



asserts that, "... all published records of nests which I have seen

refer to their occurrence in this tree alone. Clay reports that, al-

though the Douglas fir seems to be preferred, he has found many

nests in the lowland (or grand) fir in the Mad River country (Hum-

boldt County, California), and has taken several from the Sitka

spruce. His record of nests in the Sitka spruce are so far unique.

"It is quite probable that the larger numbers 3nd general a-

vailability of the Douglas fir in the area of occurrence of the tree

mouse have much to do with the observed occurrence of most of the

nests in trees of that species."

Nests have also been discovered in small redwood trees

(Sequoia sempervirens) and myrtle, but these were immediately

accessible to firs (Howell 1926; Nelson 1930; Benson & Borell 1931).

Benson & Borell (1931) writing about a nest found in a red-

wood tree say, "The most peculiar nest was one found one mile

north of Camp Meeker { Sonoma County, California] and was inhab-

ited by a male. The nest was thirty feet up in a small redwood

tree, one of a group of four surrounding a stump. The nest was

composed of a loose platform of dead redwood twigs with a large

pile of freshly cut redwood and fir twigs placed on top of it. In an

adjacent fir tree there was another platform built of the same ma-

terial, but this pile was uninhabited. We thought at first that the

latter platform had been built by a gray squirrel (Sciurus griseus),

36
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since squirrels were common in the vicinity, even though the plat-

form was unlike any of the gray squirrel nests we had examined.

But when we found that the other nest of sImilar construction, con-

ta.ined a tree mouse, we concluded that tree mice had built both

platforms. At least the tree mice must have brought the short,

freshly cut twigs to the platforms. The inhabited nest contained a

very small amount of the refuse of the Douglas fir needles which

the mouse had eaten. None of the redwood needles had been eaten.

Evidently the mouse had just taken up his abode in the tree. A rain

that fell a few days previously may have driven the mouse out of a

burrow in the ground."

Howell (1926) states that the mice "usually frequent the

taller trees't throughout their range, making it extremely difficult

to estimate their numbers. According to Benson & Borell (1931)

P. longicaudus were most commonly found in the "smaller

Douglas firs or in large ones which had living branches close to the

ground. They further state that "On a hillside west of Occidental

[Sonoma County, Californiaj we found tree mouse nests, mostly

old ones, in nearly every suitable tree even though these trees were

sometimes rather widely separated from one another.. . We believe

that the tendency for tree mice to build nests in the smaller trees,

or in trees with many branches toward their bases, may perhaps

be explained as follows: First, the habit that the mice have of
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leaping to the ground when disturbed would be too dangerous to them

were they to leap from tall trees having no branches to break their

fall. Second, the mice would be too much exposed to attack by ene-

mies when climbing the bare trunks of tall trees."

There is some evidence that red mice live in subterranean

burrows. Instances of discovery of these mice underground will be

discussed in a later section.

The preceding paragraphs were concerned with habitat condi-

tions in California.

Jewett (1920),. writing of P. longicaudus in Oregon

talks of "numerous nests of the species in fir and spruce trees."

He further states, "Usually they are located in Douglas fir, but

several have been noted in Sitka spruce near the coast." William

Bebb, in 1907, collected several specimens of P. longicaudus from

tall Douglas firs, felled for lumber near Marmot, Clackamas County

(Bailey 1936). In 1914, Shelton found nests and collected two mice

on Spencer Butte, near Eugene, Lane County. At a later date,

Vernon Bailey, with Shelton, collected another from a Douglas fir

(Bailey 1915).

Bailey (1936), apparently discussing Oregon and Cal-

ifornia simultaneously, says, "They are found mainly in the branches

of Douglas fir, but occasionally also in Sitka spruce and grand fir."

Dr. Murray Jhnson, in his field notes, described the habitat
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of P. longicaudus near the Schoenborn Ranch, eight miles southeast

of Molalla, Clackamas County. On 17 February 1957 he wrote,

TiThis whole area is second growth Douglas fir in a moderate hilly

rolling area cut up by cleared pasture and grazing land. The trees

are about 30 to 50 years old. There is little evidence of dense

forest in this area within the second growth. There are some old

fallen logs, a few stumps, and a few old trees interspersed. This

area, according to Harry S. [ Schoenborn], used to be burned over

by the early settlers." It was thought that the area was settled be-

tween 1860 and: 1880. He further states that the areas i.nhabited by

P. longicaudusmaybe hilly or level, but that nests are usually

found deep within the groves. A few, however, were near the edges.

Though they were not found in isolated trees, some were discovered

in very thin, small groves. He writes that Schoenborn says nests

are located "high enough to be close to green branches. H

Johnson wrote, on 21 July 1957, that the trees, five miles

east of Elkton, Douglas County, Oregon, were slightly older, larger,

and higher. "These are all old [speaking of nests dissected] and

indicates to me in this area at least that the younger trees being

lower and therefore more protected, and at the same time providing

a close by [sic.] source of twig ends, in a young climax type forest,

is the optimum habitat."

Nests of P. longicaudus, found in the vicinity of Sodaville,
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Linn County, were all in a dense stand of second growth Douglasfir,

DBH ranging from 10" to 15". Grand fir was apparently absent

from this locality. The grove extended n undetermined distance

north and west, while, to the east and immediately adjacent to the

stand, there was a graveled road. South of the timber was a field

of tall grass and wild rose, bordered by the graveled main road.

Southwest of Sodaville, the general habitat consisted of sepa-

rate stands of young, old, and mixed second growth timber. Douglas

fir was the dominant conifer, with grand fir interspersed. The

coniferous habitat was broken up and, in some instances, com-

pletely isolated by oak scrub, wild rose, and patches of wild black-

berry which had overrun deserted farms. Occasionally, fields

intersecting the forested area were still in use.

South of Sodaville, localities possessing favorable habitat for

the tree mice were broken, isolated and scattered by clear-cut log-

ging, opei areas of grass, bracken fern (Pteridium aquilinurn) and

cultivated fields. The nests were found in stands of young second

growth Douglas fir, DBH 10" to 1". Occasionally, however, firs

up to 50" or more i.n DBH were observed. An interspersing of

grand fir was also evident. Incense cedar (Libocedrus decurrens)

was found throughout much of the areain addition to bitter cherry

(Prunus emarginata), large-leaved maple (Acer niacrophyllum),

madrone (Arbutus menziesii), and white oak (Quercus garryarla)
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which surrounded the groves.

In the vicinity of Coburg, Lane County, Oregon, the tree

mouse habitat is generally broken by extensively logged areas. Only

deserted ne8ts were found and such were in the larger Douglas fir

trees, 1811 to 28" DBH. Though mice weze probably in the area, the

difficulty of locating their nests in sizeable trees may have caused

them to be overlooked. Such old nests as were found suggested that

the mice were not widely dispersed.

A number of nests, all old and deserted, were examined in

the Mohawk Valley, east of Coburg, in Lane County. These were

discovered in Douglas fir trees ranging in DBH from5" to 40".

Although the habitat appeared similar to the Coburg region, the

majority of the trees were smaller and logging was less apparent.

On Spencer Butte, about 4-1/2 miles SSW of the University of

Oregon campus, mice inhabited a relatively open area, with little

understory vegetation. In one place, the mice were found living in

young second growth Douglas fir, 711 to 12" DBH. Nests were also

observed in a grove of large Douglas fir, DBH 22" to more than

42". The nests in the smaller trees were all placed against or

around the trunks of the trees. Those in the large treeswere usu-

ally situated near the outer ends of large limbs. Some were next

to the trunks.

The prevailing conditions in both areas were about the same:
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open, grassy meadows surrounded by white oak, ma.drone, and

western red cedar (Thuja plicata).

The localities inhabited by the tree mice in the vicinity of

Sodaville appeared to be the driest. This may have been caused by

the extensive logging which exposed to unhindered evaporation vast

areas, otherwise protected by forest cover.

Phenacomys silvicola, like P. longicaudus, appears to be

decidedly arboreal. Booth (1950) says of P. silvicola, 'TIts

habits are similar [to P. longicaudus], except that it lives mainly

in Sitka spruce [or tideland spruce] and hemlock trees rather than

in Douglas firs." The writer disagrees with this generalization.

Though it appears to be a valid contention that the coastal popula-

tions have been predominantly collected in spruce trees, no evidence

showsthemtoberestriCtedtothi5 habitat. Howell (1921)

in describing the conditions under which the type specimen of this

species was collected, states, "The type specimen was found dead

on a log on a ridge which is covered with first-growth Douglas fir

(oua taxifoli) " Jewett (1930) also collected one

of these mice in a Douglas fir, amidst trees of the same species,

near Netarts. Moreover, Sitka spruce is absent from the Willa-

mette Valley and the Cascade Mountairs. Its range is northern

Oregon along the coast and up the Columbia River valley to the

Cascade foothills; south of the Columbia River Valley it is confined



to the coast (Gilkey 1961; Südworth 1908). The climax

vegetation, Coast Forest, in the area studied was western white

hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) and western red cedar, with Douglas

fir as a fire sub-climax.

The only nests found in hemlocks during this investigation,

were 1/2 mile up the North Mary's Peak Trail from the Knights of

Pythias Cabin, 4-2/3 miles south of Blodgett, Benton County. No

nests or mice were found to be associated with hemlock elsewhere.

One nest, however, was discovered, 31 July 1963, half way up a

thirty-foot western yew tree (Taxus brevifolia), 5-1/3 miles NW of

Corvallis. Logging was in progress and Douglas firs had been cut

immediately adjacent to the yew. Since the branches of both spe-

cies would have been interlaced, the mouse undoubtedly would have

fed in the fir. Most of the nests examined were in Douglas fir, a

few in grand fir.

Two specimens of F. silvicola from the University of Michi-

gan Museum of Zoology were examined. One (catalogue no. 106900)

was collected at Netarts. The other (catalogue no. 79549) was an

adult female, the second known record of this species, referred to

by H. M. Wight (1925) as having been collected near Cor-

vallis. In this connection, Wight states, on the same page, "In

the spring of 1924 the writer's class in zoological collecting made

a rather intensive study of a valley and its adjacent ridge leading
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out of the Willamette Valley into the foot hills of the Coast Range

Mountains, Oregon. While the goal set for the term's work was to

make as complete a survey of the bird and mammal life as possible

in the time available, special emphasis was given to two genera,

Zapus and Phenacomys, owing to the fact that in 1915 the writer

gathered uncertain information regarding a red mouse .which had

been found by wood cutters who wereworking in the valley men-

tioned above."

The Phenacomys nest was found on 24 April, "... while making

a tour of the higher shoulders of some of the ridges. .." Wight

further says it is'".. .the first [specimen of F. si1vicola to be

taken east of the Coast Range."

Wight's description, aerial photographs, topographic maps

and the writer's many years of experience in the hills around Cor-

vallis and the Coast Range, especially Mary's Peak, indicate that

the ridges referred to by Wight were in the vicinity of McDonald

Forest, six miles north of Corvallis. This group of ridges leads

out of the Willamette Valley toward the Coast Range and has a num-

ber of small valleys.

Brown (1964) states that Wight" . . .tookanadultfe-

male [P. silvicola] from a tree on Mary' s Peak, 15 miles to the

west [of Corvallis]." The writer disagrees with the preceding

statement since it is in direct contradiction to Wight' s original
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statement--".. . the first ispecimen of P. silvicola] to be takeneast

of the Coast Range." Had the specimen, collected by Wight, been

taken on Mary' s Peak, it could hardly be the first of the species to

have been secured east of the Coast Range because Mary's Peak is

the highest mountain within that range.

The first known record to be established of the species on

Mary's Peak was so done on 30 May 1963, when resin ducts on the

ground and nests in the trees, i/a mile up the North Mary's Peak

Trail from the Knights of Pythias Cabin were found. A skull of an

adult mouse of this species was subsequently found in an owl pellet

on 2 May 1964, 1/4 mile up the same trail (Maser 1965a).

Because of the large number of localities which have been

found to be inhabited by P. silvicola, separate descriptions of each

will be condensed into a general discussion.

Most of the tree mice collected during this study were found

in Douglas fir trees. A limited number were discovered in grand

fir, and, as mentioned earlier, deserted nests of the species were

found in hemlock trees on Mary's Peak. It appears that a definite

preference exists for a given species of conifer for, in many of the

areas investigated, either grand fir or hemlock, orboth, were also

available, at times in fair quantity.

It was also reasonably determined that the age of the trees

inhabited was important only so far as the tree size was concerned.



It was found that, due to the autecology of the trees, two or more

trees in a given area could be of the same age yet different in size.

Below a certain size, '7" to 8" DBH, they were seldom found to

contain any evidence of tree mouse nests, new or old.

On the whole, the tree mice were found wherever a large

enaigh stand of Douglas fir was available, provided the trees were

of sufficient size. One factor that seemed to be very important

was the length of time the stand had been isolated and the amount of

disturbance it had endured. If no mice were found in a certain iso-

lated stand of trees, it was thought that the stand had become iso-

lated before conditions were favorable for the tree mice to become

established in it.

As far as could be determined, the habitats of P. longicaudus

and P. silvicola are very similar and it is doubtful that they occupy

different ecological niches.

Available data on the altitudinal distribution of the tree mice

points to a low of around 150 feet near Short Beach, 3/4 mile north

of Oceanside, Tillamook County, Oregon and a high of 3100 feet

ten miles NW of Forest Glen, Trinity County, California.
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HOME RANGE

On the basis of the nature of the animals and knowledge of the

major ecological relationships it is possible to speculate on home

range though information is lacking for the three species being con-

sidered in this study.

The most apparent restraining factor in home range size is

the immediate food supply. Should P. albipes be confined to a

special plant or small group of plants for its food its home range

would, of necessity, coincide with this requirement. All but one

reference found on the species described the habitat as being along

small, forest streams. This suggests that the food plant is re-

stricted to such an area and, therefore, that the ad3ptive speciali-

zation of the mouse is such as to make it comply. On the other

hand, a scarcity or wide spacing of the food plants would have the

opposite affect. Undoubtedly, the amount of water necessary for

the livelihood of the species also plays an important role.

Sturges (1955) collected two: of the mice on Mary's

Peak, Benton County, Oregon, along small streams. On the mu-

seum data tags (OSUMNRcatalogue nos. 1628 and 1640) he

stated that the runways were found under stream banks. Unfor-

tunately, there is no further information on this unique discovery.

It points to the possibility, however, that these mice, as is true of
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Microtus, may be dependent on runway systems as a ready source

of protection and, perhaps, as an establishment of territories. The

latter might act as protection for the individual, or individuals,

against over-crowding due to cyclic population pressures. With

more knowledge of its life history, this species will, probably,

prove to be more abundant than is now supposed.

The home range of the boreal redback vole (Clethrionomys

gapperi) is 1.89 acres per male and 0.57 acres per female (Cockrum

1962). Only once has the writer seen runways of this

species. They are not generally known to inhabit these systems.

If they were more or less confined tQ such a system, their home

range would be proportionately smaller. The meadow vole (Micro-

tus pennsylvanicus), on the other hand, does live in runway systems

and has a home range of 0. 314 0.02 acres per male and 0.19 ±0.03

acres per female (Cockrum 1962). Thus, the behavior of

P. albipes may also limit its home range, to a greater or lesser

degree, depending on the extent to which it is confined to such a

system.

The tree mice are definitely restrained to their food source.

If these mice "colonize," as was. thought by Jewett (12O),

the home range may be comparatively small since

they seem to be extremely independent and, in the opinion of others,

intolerant to the presence of another member of the same species,
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outside the immediate family. On "colonization," Howell (1926)

writes, 'One who is familiar with the tree mouse is prone

to refer to an aggregation of individuals in any well-defined area as

a colony; but the animals really have no colonizing tendency and are

not at all sociable in the strict sense of the word. Their gradual

dispersal over a territory, usually of limited extent,. in which they

experience favorable conditions is in such marked contrast to a

closely adjacent territory, which may be unsuited for lack of proper

trees or some otherreason, that tree-mouse populations seem

upon casual examination, to be colonial in character. In reality

the mice are of a markedly solitary disposition, the females usually

being truculent and intolerant of other individuals." Howell's ob-.

servations seem the morelikely. In the next paragraph, he says,

"It is probable, however, that large trees may often permanently

harbor more than a single individual." It has been the experience

of the writer to find ten occupied nests in a single, large Douglas

fir, especially on Spencer Butte. In this area, there is no apparent

lack of room for expansion. Thus, as Howell points out, it may be

a case of extremely slow dispersal. This situation was found over

much of the area investigated.

There was usually a single occupied nest in smaller trees,

while several unoccupied nestswere often found in the same tree.

In some areas, these smaller trees, immediately adjacent to one
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another, each contained an occupied nest. Generally, however, oc-

cupied nests were several trees apart.

If the stand of trees inhabited by the mice is thick, the home

range may be rather large, due to accessibility. On the other hand,

were several mice to cluster in a relatively small area, their home

range might be small, especially if competition exists. This same

condition could prove to be the case in a single, large tree; the im-

port being placed on vertical, rather than lateral, dispersion. The

home range might be small because of inaccessibility of neighboring

trees in a thin stand, although dispersal tendencies might be greater.

The location of the nest tree could also determine the size of

the home range. As long as the mouse remains arboreal, the iso-

lation of the nest tree would, in itself, set the limitations of home

range. Therefore, the presence of meadow or clearing openings

would exert modifications on home range. In this respect, the ef-

fects of logging cannot be ignored.

Howell (1926) cites evidence that some tree mice

live underground. In such cases, the distance to their food source

would probably alter the size of the home range, as compared to

those living in trees, with the readily attendant available food.

Evidence indicated that a sub-adult female was using two nests

in separated trees, located within fifteen feet of each other. She

was living in one nest and, apparently, using the otherfor feeding
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since resin ducts, but few feces, of both Douglas and grand fir were

found in various stages of drying in the second nest. The area,

four miles WNW of Camp Adair, eight miles north of Corvallis,

was thoroughly examined for further mouse sign. The closest evi-

dence was a nest 500 yards SW of the one occupied by the sub-adult

female.

As indicated, no definite statement can be made or set of

limitatiors be applied to the home range of the tree mice. Such

would depend on the needs and aggressiveness of the mouse.
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NESTS IN CALIFORNIA

Nest studies of Phenacomys longicaudus have been greatly

facilitated by the availability of large populations of mice in north-

ern California. Wilder and Clay, on two successive mornings in

1913, captured more than O individuals on a hillside at Carlotta,

Humboldt County. "Fully as many more have since been obtained

there'1 (Howell 1926).

To enhance the possibility of comparing information and work

doneon nests in California by others, and in Oregon, by the writer,

the following compendium of published works done in California is

given.

1. Height above ground 11

Taylor (1915a) says, "The height of nests above the

ground, varying as it does from four feet to one hundred feet, testi-

fies to the freedorr of movement of Phenacomys longicaudus in its

arboreal habitat. Wilder writes that he has found several nests

low enough in the trees to be reached from the ground... In Clay's

experience eight and one hundred feet are the extremes, with the

prevailing height at 20 to 60 feet. Nests observed by our party

11 Most of these subheadings are from Taylor (1915a), who ias them
very well organized.



ranged in altitude from eight to sixty feet.

Bailey (1915) writes, "Wilder found these [Phenaco-.

mys longicaudus and nests] in low spruces [probably Douglas fir,

earlier known as Douglas spruce], sometimes only 20 feet from the

ground, and one nest within reach of his hand." One mouse was

taken at Lierly' s Ranch, Mendocino County, 50 feet up in a Douglas

fir (Taylor 19l5a). The average height :of the 15 nests

dissected by Howell (1926) :was 31 feet above the ground.

2. Position in trees

Taylor (19iSa) writes, "A majority, of the nests are

located against or around the trunks of the trees .. . Wilder asserts

that in his experience most of the nests were located where several

limbs join the trunk, although where nests have been found in large

trees they have usually been near the ends of lower branches and

at no great height above the ground.

"Clay says that low nests are usually near the outer end of a

drooping limb, but agrees that most nests are placed near the trunk

of the tree.

"All nests actually examined by our party at Mendocino City

were built near the main trunk of the fir where a circlet of branches

joined the tree, although we noted at least two nests on limbs sever-

al feet distant from the main trunk. In several instances the nest
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was built all around the trunk, so that the trunk actually traversed

the center of the nest."

Howell (1926), in discussing the nests he studied, says,

"Only two of the nests dissected were placed against the trunks of

trees, the remainder being at varying distances away."

Benson and Borell (1931) write, "The only rule we can

give as to the position of the nest is that it is placed anywhere there

is a sufficientlyfirm support in close proximity to a supply of green

leaves of Douglas fir (Pseudotsüga ta.xifolia) or grandfir (Abies

grandis). Such places are naturally most commonly found within

these trees. Thus in small trees the nests are usually placed near

the top against the trunk, and in large trees with large branches,

well out on top of the branches among theliving twigs. Some of

these nests may be as far as thirty feet from the trunk of the tree.

One nest observed two miles east of Bridgeville [Humboldt County]

was placed twenty feet from the ground betweentwo small firs at a

point where two small branches, crossing at right angles, made a

fairly secure foundation.

3. Slope preference

Howell (192t) states, "It is believed, however, that

this evidence of the propensity of tree mice to construct nests on

the south sides [the average of thefifteen nests dissected beingan
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angle of 1690, "barely east of south"] of trees should not be accepted

without reservations until substantiated by observations in other

districts. It is fully as likely that the southern aspect was selected

merely because that happened to be the downhill side as for any

other reason. Similarly, no preference seems tohave been shown

as regards open or densely shaded situations, sites evidently having

been chosen at random or with a view to obtaining the most suitable

foundation." Howell summarizes his observations on page 41 by

saying, "So far as the writer's experience goes, however, as well

as that of others with whom he has talked, the species is indiscrim-

inate in its choice of north or south slopes, hilly orlevel ground."

4. General size

a. Arboreal nests of the males and females

Several workers have felt that males and females occupy

separate nests, except, possibly, when the females are receptive

to breeding. "Wilder says that he has several times found the fe-

male and young in a largenest, and themale in a small nest a few

feet higher in the same tree. After remarking upon the difficulty

he has had in finding males he suggests that it is possible they live

in nests separate from those of the females, in the larger trees,

where their small nests would not be noticed, while the females
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for the most part select smaller trees.

"Clay asserts that the male and female of a family do not live

in the same nest during the rearing of the young, although it is

probable that the males do seek the family nest thereafter. The

small nest of the males would be likely, says he, to be destroyed

by storms, necessitating the building of a new nest each season

(Taylor 1915a).

Howell (19Z6), writes, "It seems that the females of

longicaudus always build larger, more readily discernible, and

probably lower nests than the arboreal shelters of the males. He

refers, page 45, to the smaller ones [nests] of males" and on page

46, of this same article, says, "Wilder has found two nests--of

both male and female--a few feet above the ground in fir saplings

well segregated from other trees, and in larger growth they occur

up to a great height."

Benson and Borell (l93l say, "We could distinguish

no difference in the construction, size, or placement of the nests

of males and females. The largest and best constructed nest ob-

served was occupied by a large male."

b. Subterranean nests of males

With respect to the differences in nesting habits of the sexes,

Howell introduces, with evidence, the hypothesis of subterranean



nests of males. He states (j926), "Recent data .. point to

the hypothesis that the adult males normally live in terrestrial holes

or under rubbish at the bases of the food trees and probably con-

struct small, temporary, arboreal nests only when they have found

females that are ready for their attention." In this connection,

Wilder's observations on the construction of these nests, pages 55-

56 of this same article, are set forth. "Several years ago he

{ Wilder] noted a hole near the base of a decayed stump beneath a

live fir, and digging into it, discovered a tree mouse in a small

nest of the usual composition; but the animal escaped and he was

unable to ascertain its sex. He supposed at the time that it had been

blown or frightened from the tree above and had sought temporary

shelter near the ground. . . Late one fall a red mouse took up resi-

dence in a woodpile at the foot of a fir tree, and remained there all

winter in a nest of ordinary construction. Thiswas also a male.

'February 16 [1924].. .found that he [Wilder speaking of going to

observe his dog digging at the base of a fir tree] was followinga

shallow burrow, like that of a meadow mouse, and soon he dug up

the nest of & red mouse--the usual ball of midribs and fir needles.

Following the burrow about a foot farther he threw out a fine, big

red mouse, a male. It was plain that this mouse was regularly

living in the burrow'... The facts seem to indicate that most males,

after attaining sexual maturity, spend the major portion of their
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time below ground, or at least beneath rubbish, foraging among the

branches of the trees at night. At certain times, which probably

depend upon sexual impulse, they do construct small, temporary,

or arboreal nests."

Anthony (1928) asserts, f... There is evidence to mdi.-

cate that perhaps it is mostly the females which have an arboreal

existence and that the males may be almost entirely terrestrial in

habit.

In contrast with the preceding ideas, Ingles (1957)

says, "Sometimes the red tree mice live in burrows under logs and

woodpiles; but this practice seems to be rather unusual and perhaps

is followed only in places where their nests are in small trees not

far from the ground. However, there is some evidence that they

may live in the ground during prolonged periods of dry weather."

c. Dimensions of arboreal nests

Nelson (1930) says, "That [nests of P. longicaudus]

vary from small oval structures a few inches in diameter, located

well out on the branches, to great masses close against and some-

times entirely surrounding the tree trunks, supported on several

branches, and measuring three feet long and two or three feet high."

Taylor (1915a) writes that, "According to Clay

the family nests [nests of females are frequently referred to as
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family, breeding, or nursery nests] were from nine to 12 inches in

diameter in new structures, up to 30 inches or more across andl2

inches or more deep, in the older ones." He further states, "Nests

observed by our party varied in dimensions from about 18 inches in

length, breadth, and height to three feet in diameter and two or

three feet in height, enormous structures when it is remembered

that the maximum total length of the mouse is only about seven and

one-half inches." Quoting Clay, page 149, he says, "Clay has sub-

mitted the following description of the supposed nest of the male:

'The male nest is a neat, compact, round ball of small twigs, five

toeight inches in diameter or possibly a little larger, well lined

with the usual material, containing one entrance hole as a rule, the

opening facing the trunk of the tree and usually being hidden by foli-

age. The favorite location is one where the fir needles are thickest

on the limb, some distance away from the trunk of the tree.'. .."

Howell (19Z6) asse.rts, "In the Carlotta district

typical family nests were about 12 inches in diameter by 9 in depth,

while the arboreal nests of the males and subadult females were

smaller. Rarely were they larger, the most bulky one which the

writer has seen being hardly twice that mass; but Taylor states

that nests observed by his Museum of Vertebrate Zoology party

varied in dimensions from about 18 inches in length, breadth, and

height, to 3 feet in the horizontal diameter and 2 or 3 feet in the
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vertical. !T On page 47 he says of male nests, "There may be many

exceptions to the rule, but in the writer's experience the large nests

and those of medium size belong to females, whereas the arboreal

nests of the males are more likely to be small, often only a ball of

material little larger than one's fist. Furthermore, in addition to

being less conspicuous on account of size, the nests of males are

usually better hidden--either higher, in the tops of the trees, or

farther out upon the limbs." Nelson (1930) also iiidicates

that the "large nests are usually the abodes of a single female; the

homes of the males are smaller and more often located away from

the trunk of the tree."

Mürie (1958) says nests vary in sizes from "a few

inches in diameter to a large mass two feet or more in diameter. .."

Howell (1926) summarizes his discussion on arbore-

al nest size by writing, "Evidently, in districts in which such enor-

mous structures occur certain conditions are more favorable for

the long occupancy of a nest than about Carlotta. As long as a nest

is undisturbed it will naturally grow in size because of the daily

accumulation of food refuse. If it does not jncrease to considerable

dimensions, it is either because the mice object to nests of such

size and abandon themafter they reach a certain state, or else be-

cause some agency that may be classed as an enemy destroys the

nest before these have time to grow to great size."



5. Form and composition

a. Aberrant nest foundations

Taylor (1915a) stated that all nests examined by his

museum partyin the proximity of Hearst [Mendocino CountyJand

Lierly' s Ranch seemed to be appropriated gray squirrel (Sciurus .

griseus) nests. The sticks used in construction of these nests were

too large for a tree mouse to carry. Taylorfurther qualifies these

aberrant foundations, page 147, by saying the platforms could be

of gray squirrel orwood rat (Neotoma f. fuscipes) construction.

Onpage149 he discusses Wilder's observations on the subject:

"Wilder writes that he has found mud-masses in some of the nests,

and that the foundation of a fresh nest recently examined by him was

of small dry branches and mud balls. In mentioning these facts,

he suggests that possibly the nests containing mud are built upon

structures started by some mud-mason like the robin, or possibly

a wood rat, which makes use of anythingloose it can find."

Howell (l92) says it is rare to find a tree mouse

utilizing aberrant foundations, ". . .a chance accumulation of fallen

twigs and rubbish which has lodged in a favorable situation, or a

clump of parasitic growth.. ", in the vicinity of Carlotta. He does

say, however, that the mice have been found to use gray squirrel

nests along the Van Duzen River in Humboldt County.
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Nelson (1930) states, "The higher nests of the tree

mice are often the deserted and remodeled homes of the big gray

squirrel of that region (Sciurus griseus) and contain a foundation of

coarser sticks than in the nests wholly built by the mice." Ingles

(1957) asserts that tree mice may use an old hawks nest as

a foundation. They may also use the cavity of a hollow limb or tree.

Taylor (l9l5a) raises a question as to whether the

tree mice parasitize the larger animals and drive them from their

nests or whether they appropriate the nests after they have been

abandoned.

In connection with Taylor's question, Howell (1926) writes,

"Undoubtedly the nests of the larger animals had first been abandoned

and then were readily appropriated as foundations on which the more

specialized homes of the mice were erected. This indicates that

the tree mice are ready to adapt themselves to circumstances to

some extent, and that they may build upon anything that offers suita-

ble foundation; but it is not unlikely that they are very slow to adopt

any such innovation."

The thoughts of Murie (1958) lend themselves to use as

a summary: "Nests may be original structures built by the mouse,

close to the trunk of small trees or out on big heavy limbs of large

trees, or the mouse may build its structure into an old bird's nest,

abandoned squirrel nest, or wood-rat nest.



b. Nests entirely of mouse construction

Taylor (l9l5a) wrote that, 'All nests examined by us

at Mendocino City, however, were probably built by tree mice ex-

clusively, since there were no sticks which were too large to be

handled by them alone."

He further stated, pages 146-147, "Although one's first im-

pression of those nests studied at Mendocino City was that they

were loosely built, it was soon discovered that they were steadily

fastened and rather difficult to dissect. Usually the structure was

spherical in form with a slight flattening on top. Often .the flattening

was so pronounced as to make the nest hemispherical inform. The

skeleton of the nests was formed entirely from twigs of the grand

fir (Abies grandis). As used in the nest mass these twigs were dry

and leafless. Making up a close interpacking was much material

composed of the net-like fibrous mat of the net lichen, Ramalina

reticulata, and of the resin ducts of fir leaves, thelattermaterial

predominating. Piled up above the thick mass of the main nest

therewas always a loose superstructure of twigs and branchlets.

Some of these were of considerable size for the small mouse, the

largest being one-eighth inch in diameter and four to eight inches

long.

"Our studies of nests at Mendocino City showed that below
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the level of the used portion of the nest there was usually found a

mass of decaying matter, sweating and steaming like a pile of old

manure of like green feed in a silo, a very large part of the nest

being made up of this material. In composition this mass was noth-

ing more thanthe resin ducts of fir leaves and net lichen with quanti-

ties of feces distributed through it. Occasionally, but not often,

this old slowly decaying matter was relatively dry.

Howell (l9Z6) wrote that the, "Nests of the tree

mice in the Carlotta district are normally constructed entirely by

the animals themselves, and consist only of the discarded portion

of the fir needles used for food, among which may occur a few

stripped twigs from which the needles were obtained.

"Nests sometimes appear unexpectedly in situations where

there were none before, according to Wilder,. so that old material

must at times be utilized in the construction of a new home. In

fact, this must be the usual procedure whenit is at all possible,

for it would take several days for sufficient fresh refuse to accumu-

late from an animal's food to afford it protection and shelter. It

may then be assumed that after a site has been selected, material

from some abandoned structure is transported in the mouth, as the

writer has oIten observed captives do, and a small platform of this

is deposited. As this grows to sufficient size the animal scratches

surplus material upward on all sides, until finally, by twisting the



body first to one side and then the other and scratching above the

head, a roof is formed. The further construction of a larger home

is merely incidental to this. There is no definite plan--no inter-

weaving of twigs, nor even so much uniformity as is often to be

found in other mammalian tree nests--apparently nothing but a hap-

hazard dropping of nesting material in all directions, and a pushing

and pulling to fill up vacant spaces."

Benson and Boreli (l931 say, "In the colonies near

Bridgeville the majority of the nests had been constructed entirely

by the mice. Several contained mud balls and so perhaps had been

constructed on top of old robin' s nests, while one was built in an

old squirrel's nest. All the nests observed near Bridgevillewere

placed in Douglas firs or grand firs."

Murie (1958) asserts, "The nests built from scratch

by the mice are made on a ground structure of fine twigs and pos-

sibly lichens, filled out with split conifer needles. They may be

placed from ten to nearly a hundred feet above the ground.

The fact that tree mice carry materials in their mouth, as

previously mentioned by Howell, may account for the cut twigs

found under some of the nest trees by Taylor, since the mice un-

doubtedly drop some.
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c. Entrances and tunnels

Taylor (l915a) says, Well defined galleries traversed

the nests in various directions, providing ready communication be-

tween the inner nest cavity and the outer world. When the nest was

built all the way around the trunk of the tree a circular gallery, run-

ning around the trunk and communicating with runways leading to

the nest cavity and the exterior, was usually found.

Howell (1926) stated, "In the matter of passages,. as in

other respects, the nests seem to follow no fixed plan, but the run-

ways are formed or abandoned, especially in loosely, built structures,

as the animal desires, There is practically always an exit immedi-

ately above for easy access to the diurnal food pile, and another at

an inconspicuous point of egress, as directly beneath a small, pro-

truding branch. The degree of compactness of a nest depends.

partly upon whether it is new or old, and.probably toa great extent

upon whether its basic structure has recently been altered by the

mouse or some extraneous agent."

Ne1sn (1930) writes, "The interior of these large

structures are pierced with numerous passageways and sometimes

as many asfive separate nest chambers are scattered through one.

Tunnels run out along each of the limbs on which the mass rests,

and if it extends all the way around, one main tunnel encircles the
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trunk from which these hallways branch."

d. Inner nest chambers

Taylor (19l5a) states, "All inner nest cavities

examined by us were lined either with net lichen or with the fine fir-

leaf resin ducts. In spite of the humidity of the surroundings and

the dank character of the nest mass below it, this inner nest ap-

peared to be dry and comfortable. The finely shredded character

of the material used for the inner nest guarantees its softness, and

the thickness of its walls probably insures a certain degree of heat

in occupied nests. It is evenpossible that the slow oxidation of the

nest-mass, as indicated by the sweating nature of the material be-

neath the occupied nest cavity, is a source of heat.

"The cavity of the nest at Lierly's Ranch from which the tree

mouse was secured was 10 inches across. It was always necessary

to dissect away much outer material before the inner nest could be

found. Located in the upper part of the nest as a whole, it was in

all cases covered over and well protected from the outside.

"Residents of Mendocino City said the tree mice lined their

nests with hair, but this we failed to confirm.

"As remarked above, feces were found in quantity throughout

the entire nest structure, except in the inner nest cavities, although

a few feces are present in a mass of inner nest cavity material
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which was saved and brought to the Museum.

"Eventhis much of a localization in the deposition of excre-

ment is interesting, as it seems to indicate an early stage in the

development of an instinct of sanitation.

Howell (1926) says, In the usual nest, at least during

the drier months, the nest chamber proper is near the top, and

rises as the whole structure increases in height and the floor is ele-

vated by the gradual addition of a part of the daily food refuse. Such

a nest chamber, with its slight covering, will be placed beneath any

available shelter, as a limb or dense little cluster of twigs. In

some cases this chamber is buried deep in the whole mass, proba-

bly by the occupant's dropping food refuse upon the top.

"In structures of sufficient size there is, in addition tothe

nest proper, a second small chamber used for excretory purposes.

It can not be stated at just what stage this is added, but from the

actions of captive animals it would seem that when the nest is of

sufficient size, the original chamber is often used for depositing

the feces nd that new sleeping quarters are formed. During pro-

longed rains the animals undoubtedly seek the lowest, driest parts

of the nests.

e. Additions to occupied nests

Taylor (1915a) writes, "Our party observed nests
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which were as much as two or three feet in height and three feet in

transverse diameter. A significant point regarding these larger

nests is that only their upper portions were in use.

"Clay reports that the family nests showed signs of being re-

newed at least annually and possibly at even more frequent intervals.

Deserted beds were found under or alongside those which were oc-

cupied. The type of branching at the point where the nest was lo-

cated was a most important factor in determining the form of the

nest. Some nests were built wide; in these the deserted inner cavi-

ties would be on a level with the occupied one. Others were built

high rather than wide; in these the deserted beds would be supe rim-

posed one above the other. It seems clear that each nest becomes

larger year by year. Apparently the discarded resin ducts of the

fir leaves with twigs remaining after the tree mouse has eaten off

the fleshy portions of the leaves are immediately incorporated into

the nest mass. This, in itself, would cause a continuous increase

in size. Whether there is a new nest actually, built on top of the old

mass every year is unknown, but it is not improbable that some

such regular addition is constructed."

f. Reconstruction of destroyed nests

Nothing could be found in this connection.



6. Desertion of nests

Taylor (19l5.) writes, "Wilder says that the tree

mouse seems to desert nests which have been disturbed, and has

found a few nests apparently permanently unoccupied. Nearly all

the nests examined by our party at Lierly's Ranch and at Hearst

were apparently deserted or unoccupied. Animals were actually

taken in eight out of 13 nests we carefully investigated at Mendocino

City. Of the five nests we found to be unoccupied, some were

doubtless deserted, while the dwellers in the others may have been

out at the time of our visits."

7. Incjuilines

Howell (1926) says, "In pulling nests to pieces one may

often note small insects crawling about in profusion, which the un-

initiated are inclined to pronounce parasitic. These according to

H. E. Ewing, of the Bureau of Entomology, are the young of one

of the species of millipeds belonging to the group that is scaly and

hairy. He states that these are often found in the nests of mice

and in other places where there is fecal and decaying vegetable

matter; hence, they are not parasites of the mice."

enson and Borell (1931) state, " At the Bohemian

Grove a nest was found to contain a salamander (Aneides lugubris
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lugubris) as well as a tree mouse. Near Camp Meeker, a nest was

found to contain a large black salamander which was lost when

thrown to the ground. It may, have been Aneides flavipunctatus.

Near Occidental an abandoned nest sixty feet up in a slender Douglas

fir was found to contain a small Aneides lugubris lugubris. Since

salamanders of this genus are known to be partly arboreal it is not

at all surprising to find them in the damp nests of the red tree

mouse."



NESTS IN OREGON

The following discussion of tree mouse nests in Oregon is

based on the examination and dissection of 150 nests. Most of the

nests investigated were those of P. silvicola; a few, however, were

of P. longicaudus. Because the nests of the two species are so sim-

ilar, no effort has been made to distinguish between them in the dis-

cussion. The only way one can tell the nests of one species from

the nests of the other species is by the geographical location in

which they have been found.

1. Height above ground

As far as could be determined, three factors govern the

height at which the tree mouse builds its nest.

The most important factor seems to be the accessibility of

the food supply. In this respect, the density of the stand is of para-

mount importance. The closer the trees grow to each other the

higher the living branches will be found. Old deserted nests are

often seenon dead limbs several feet below the crowns of the trees.

Many of these old nests are large, indicating that they were built

up over a number of generations of mice. They are deserted as the

lower branches die and the mice are forced to go higher into the

crown to obtain food. Although the food supply may be the direct
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cause of the ascent into the higher elevations of the trees, a nest

situated among living branches also has a decided advantage ines-

caping detection and capture by enemies. If, on the other hand, the

nest tree is isolated and has living branches close to the ground,

the size of the ljmbs is the important consideration. The limbs

must be large enough to provide a solid foundation for the nest

(Figure 8). Since the green needles are usually located at the outer

ends of such branches, the nest will be situated there also. One

such nest was found, 1-2/3 miles SW of Sodaville, six feet off the

ground, 15 to 20 feet out from the trunk of a Douglas fir, 25 inches

in DBH. This was the lowest nest observed, though several were

found between 10 and' 15 feet in elevation in other areas. The size

of the limbs is important only as far as the lower branches are con-

cerned for nests near the tops of the tree will be placed close to

the trunk on limb whorls.

The foundation on which the nest is constructed also deter-

mines, though to a. lesser extent, the height at which it is to be

found. If the nest is simply built on a whorl of branches, the

closer together the limbs the more likely it is that a nest will be

found on them. However, a snow or wind broken tree top was found

to be a favorite location for a nest and was almost always used

when available. A nest on such a foundation would tend to be built

higher.
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The third factor is whether or not the nest of some other ani-

mal has been appropriated. The mice seem quite willing to take

advantage of some other nest, provided it is situated amidst living

branches. Such appropriated nests were generally found lower in

the trees than were nests entirely of mouse construction.

Most of the nests were found 20 to 40 feet above the ground.

However, nests ranging up to 80 feet in altitude were also discovered.

Alex Walker, of Tillamook, has a record of a nest 150 feet

up in a Sitka spruce tree. This is the highest nest record which

was found.

With respect to nest height, the following information found

in the literature is given: Todd (1831) tells of seeing a

nest of P. longicaudus 60 feet up in a Douglas fir and, as previously

mentioned, William Bebb collected several of this species from

felled trees. The nests of these mice were reported as aften being

"100 feet or more from the ground". In 1914 Shelton and Bailey

collected a mouse of the same species from a nest "about" 80 feet

up (Bailey 1915) . Jewett (1920) says, saw

numerous nests of the species in fir and spruce trees, ranging from

fifteen to eighty feet or more from the ground." He also writes

of two nests at the John Adams ranch that were about ten feet up

in second growth firs. Jewett's observations were made in Curry

County. Nelson (l930) states, "In. Oregon they [nests of
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P. longicaudus] have been found only in large trees at elevations

varying from 30 to 100 feet." In contradiction to Nelson's state-

ment, an occupied nest was found, 4-1/2 miles SW of Monroe,

Benton County, 15 feet from the ground in a Douglas fir with a DBH

of four inches. While the nest mentioned represents an extreme

and is of P. silvicola, it points to the fact that no definite statement

can be made as to the elevation in the trees at which nests can be

found, or what the size limit of the tree must be. Bailey (1936k

[speaking of P. longicauds nests] asserts, "In young forests

of low branching trees they are sometimes found on lower branches,

but in old forests of tall trees they are generally 60, 80, or 100

feet up in the green branches, . . ." Bailey's statement proved to

be no more true than that of Nelson.

Near the Schoenborn Ranch, a mouse was taken from a nest

50 feet and another about 60 feet above the ground. In this area,

however, the main reason for the elevation at which the nests were

found is the lack of livirg branches closer to the ground, due to the

density of the stands.

Dr. Murray Johnson recorded nests ranging from 20 to 60

feet above the ground near Elktcn in Douglas County. In the vicinity

of Cascade Locks, Hood River County, he found a nest about 60

feet up in a 90 foot tall Douglas fir (Dr. Murray Johnson, field

notes).



2. Position in trees

In large trees most of the nests were found situated on the

outer ends of the limbs where food for the mice was readily availa-

ble. While this situation seemed to be considered the rule, it has

proven to be not so. For example, one occupied nest, on Spencer

Butte, was found 80 feet up in a large Douglas fir, DBH 42 inches,

on a whorl of three branches next to the trunk of the tree. The tree

was forked at the base and a squirrel nest, also next to the trunk,

was examined 60 feet from the ground in the opposite fork. There

were ten nests, and probably more, both new and old, in the tree.

Most of them were on the outer limits of the branches, but several

were seen next to the trunk at higher elevations. These, however,

were not examined.

On the whole, nests built in smaller trees are constructed

next to or completely around the trunk, but one nest, discovered

at G],enbrook, S_3/4 miles W of Monroe, Benton County, was built

where two limbs crossed each other at the tips, 20 feet from the

trunk of either tree. The nest was 30 feet above the ground and had

to be shot down. It was found to contain an adult female and anim-

mature mouse of the same sex.

Snow and wind broken tree tops seem to be used for nest

foundation whenever they are found. Occasional nests were
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discovered where one tree had fallen against another, thus forming

a suitable foundation for the construction of the nest. At times it

appeared that one tree had rubbed against another, causing the

trunk of the recipient tree to become 'S" shaped. When the rubbing

tree had been removed, this proved to be a favorable location for

nests for several such nesting sites were found.

The tree mice often used a fork in the tree trunk as a place

to build their nests. Similarly, a tree top with a dead leader was

used. In all the latter cases, however, the lateral branches had

grown up and afforded shelter and protection.

The foregoing represents, as far as known, the usual posi-

tions of Phenacomys nests in the trees. On the other hand, the fol-

lowing examples point out the opportunistic nature of some of the

tree mice.

Wight (1925) describing a nest 45 feet up in atwo-foot

Douglas fir tree, writes, JT The top of the tree had been broken off

several years previously and a decayed stump remained. On the

top of this stump was heaped a mass of small twigs and lichen which

was approximately one foot in diameter. This mass, which was at

first taken for the nest, was found empty. Further search disclosed

the nest which was composed of shredded lichen about six inches

down inside the cup of the stump. Walker (1928) also tells

of a nest found in a snag, after it had been blown up. He says, "On
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examination the hemlock snag was found to be hollow, and the cavity,

though small, extended the entire length. Now from the fact that

immediately after the explosion several of the mice were noted alive

in the pit, it is apparent that they must have had a nest either under-

neath the stump or, what seems more probable, low down in the

cavity, . . ." One such nest, built on top of a Douglas fir snag was

found by Wayne Hammer, ten miles WSW of Chesire, Lane County.

The nest was 25 feet from the ground. A dead limb reached nine

feet from a living Douglas fir to the nest (Figure 9). However, the

nest was old and appeared to have been deserted for a long time.

Hammer and the writer examined the nest carefully as it was the

only one of its kind to be found during this study.

Robert Walker collected an adult female from a nest 70 feet

above the ground in a hollow cedar tree. The mouse was captured

on 14 February 1960, at Whiskey Creek, Tillamook County. The

specimen is in the collection of Alex Walker.

The most unique nest, however, was located by Irving Kubat,

at the Schoenborn Ranch near Molalla in Clackamas County.

Schoenborn and Johnson later visited the nest which was constructed

in the hollow of a large big-leaf maple. Johnson described the nest

in his field notes as follows: 'These [speaking of an adult female

and a young Phenacomysj are gotten out of a most unusual nest in

a maple tree with a rotten heart. . . There is a relatively small



cavity about 4 to 6 inches in diameter and extending down from the

hole on an angle of an old break, for a distance of about 2-3 feet.

Most of this area is very wet from the rains of the past few days,

except [for] a very small nest cavity about 5" in diameter. This is

a rather open area. There is aDouglas fir adjoining the maple

tree and this can be reached by a climb of 12-15 feet, though the

cover is not good." The mice were caught when Harry Schoenborn

chopped the tree open (Figure 10).

3. Slopepreference

While many of the tree mouse nests were found on the downhill

side of the trees, the only apparent real slope preferences was at

low elevations, in conjunction with the dominance of white oak wood-

land onthe southern slopes. In these areas, the Douglas fir is usu-

allyconfined to the northern slopes, thus forming the only suitable

habitat for the tree mice. No altitudinal data is given with respect

to slope preference because localized topography creates extreme

variations in the oak-fir communities. In other loca1iies no slope

favoritism could be detected. It would seem, however, that during

the hot summer months the cooler northern slopes would probably

be the most suitable habitat for the mice, if they remain arborea1

inhabits.
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4. General size

a. Arboreal nests of the males and females

The general consensus of opinion is that male and female tree

mice inhabit separate nests, except when the female is receptive to

breeding. In addition to the separate livelihood of the sexes, it is

hypothesized that the nests of the females are large, permanent

structures, used year after year. Those of the males are small

and only temporary, having to be constructed annually. Undoubtedly,

this is the case in many instances, but the writer contends that it

is far from a generality.

Indeed, the males appear to lead lives independent of the fe-

males. However, that their nests are small structures is true only

part of the time. Most of the nests inhabited by males were smaller

than the large breeding or family nests of the females, but, oc-

casionally, a male was found to be residing in an old family nest.

For some unexplainable reason, everytime a male was found oc-

cupying such a nest, it was obvious that he had been there only a

few days as was attested to by the small number of fresh resin ducts

in the nest. Moreover, males were found to have talcenover the

nests of other animals, such as the arboreal nest of a wood rat or

squirrel.

Thenests of the females were not always larger than those
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of the males. On more than one occasion, a female was secured

from a small nest, apparently under prelithinary construction.

Whereas some of these mice were subadults and probably on their

own for the first time, others were adults. On the other hand, some

family nests were of mammoth proportions. Jnseveral instances,

the size of the family nests, like some of the nests inhabited by the

males, were determined by. the predecessor, the largest being the

appropriated nests of the dusky-footed wood rat (Neotoma fuscipes).

No height preferences were observed in conjunction with nest

placement of the males and females. For instance, a nest contain-

ing an adult female and two immatureswa.s found 65 feet up in a

Douglas fir tree, on Spencer Butte; while another nest, ten feet

from the ground, was inhabited by a pregnant female. The latter

nest was in a small Douglas fir, four miles WNW of Camp Adair,

eight miles north of Corvallis, Benton County1 By comparison,

two nests, occupied by solitary males, were found 20 feet off the

ground in Douglas firs. One nest was found along Nettleton Road

in McDonald Forest, six miles north of Corvallis and the other

6-3/4 miles WNW of Cheshire. These represent the lowest nests

found to be occupied by adult males; while the highest was 65 feet

up in a Douglas fir, near the Schoenborn Ranch, near Molalla.

In addition to the information obtained in the field, data tags

on two specimens, in the collection of Alex Walker, indicatethat a
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female was taken from a hollow cedar tree, at 70 feet of elevation

(see p. 78) and a male was secured from a nest 150 feet up in a

Sitka spruce (see p. 74). The latter specimen was collected at

Whiskey Creek in Tillamook County, on 1 February 1960, byRobert

Walker.

Due to the preceding evidence, the writer finds himself in

agreement with Benson and Borell (see p.56); namely, that no dis-

tinct characteristic differences can be attributed to the location,

construction or size of the separate nests occupied by malesand

females of the two species of tree mice.

In summary: On the whole, no distinct differences exist be-

tween the arboreal nests inhabited by the male and female tree

mice, which apparently live independently of each other, except

during times of breeding. However, the nests of the females tend,

on the average, to be somewhat larger than those of the males.

The average dimensions, in inches, of six nests occupied by

solitary males are: height 9.8, width 11, length 12.7. In compari-

son, it will be noted that the average dimensions, in inches, of 21

nests occupied by solitary and breeding females are somewhat

larger: height 11.1, width 14.6, length 17,5.

Three unusually large nests, occupied by females, have been

omitted from the above averages as they appeared to be exceptions

throughout the area investigated. The dimensions, in feet, are



herewith given: height 2_l/Z, width 2, length Z_l/Z; height 2,

width 2-1/2, length 2-1/2; height 2, width 1, length 2; respectively.

b. Subterranean nests of males

Evidence indicates that in California the ma-e tree micelive

in underground nests, but no evidence of this phenomenon has been

found in Oregon.

It is thought that they are prone to seek subterranean abodes

during long periods of hot, dryweather. The writer is of the opini-

on that the tree mice probably do live underground for part of the

year.

Three factors have led to this supposition:

The first is the apparent absence of tree mice from their

arboreal nests over the drier portions of the areas studied. During

the hot summer months, particularly July and August, the mice

were not found in the tree nests.12 It is possible that they are just

more skittish and abandon their nests faster than they might other-

wise do. Therefore, by the time the nest is reached, the mice

would be safely hidden. On the other hand, if the tree mice breed

throughout the year, or at least during the spring and summer, and

121t should be taken into account that these two statements are, of
necessity, based on one summerts field data and that records
of tree mice being collected,in arboreal nests, during these
months do exist.
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if they do reside in their arboreal nests, one should find the young

on examination of the nests as some would be too small to leave

when disturbed.

The second factor pointirg to underground living is the green,

but dry, resin ducts found in the usummer desertedtl nests. With

respect to the drying out of the tree nests, it was discovered that,

during the onset of this period, the main nest chambers were often

located near the middle or bottom of the nest. It was further noted

that few boughs, used for food, would be found on top of the nest,

contrary to what seemed to be the rule throughout the wetter sea-

sons. Instead, the twigs were cut intomuch shorter lengthsand

pulled into the tunnels, thus acting as a plug. Such practice ap-

parently has two effects: The first is to prevent desiccation of the

food twigs, thereby keeping themfresh throughout the day. The

other is that the '1plug" acts as a cooling agent for the nest, much

the same as t1e sandy plug of kangaroo rats (Dipodomys) and

Jerboas(Jaculua), and keep the dry heat outsidewhile retaining

adequate humidity and a suitable temperature within. However, as

the weather becomes too hot and dry, the nests dry out and the

mice would be forced to seek other shelter, probably. in cool, humid

subterranean burrows.

The third factor, as stated by Johnson, ?tln my experience

with P. silvicola andSchoenbornts Ranch area, these tree nests are
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mostly nursery nests and therefore [there Ilmust be a large popula-

tion of non-breeding females, males and subadults that do not pri-

marily use the { tree ]nests. If they are ground living, then again

the younger trees where they must climb to lesser heights must be

preferable to the bigger trees." He adds, however, that no evi-

dence of clipped twigs were found on the ground in these areas (Dr.

Murray Johnson, field notes).

The writer is in agreement with Johnson, since most of the

nests investigated during this study have been the "nursery type"

and relatively few mice, other than pregnant females or those

rearing young, were found in the tree nests. Clipped twigs were

found on the ground in most cases, but they were apparently dropped

accidentally by mice in the trees (Fig. 11).

In connection with the underground burrows of the tree mice,

Todd's observations (l89l). may prove noteworthy; however,

the reader must interpret them as best he can. Todd says, "From

the tracks in the snow which I have seen at different times around

the foot of the trees which it [speaking of P. longicaudus ]inhabits,

and which tracks I think were made by this animal, I judge that it

does not hibernate, and that it may to some extent feed on grass;

but I have not been able to trace these tzacks to any distance from

the tree greater than two or three yards, neither am I positive that

they were made bythis animal."
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The track pattern of the tree mouse is described by Murie

(1958). He writes, . . . the tracks of the red tree

mouse show parallel placing of the front feet characteristic of ani-

mals that habitually live in trees, like the grey squirrel. Animals

like the heather voles, of the genus Phenacomys, and the ground

squirrels, of the genus Citellus, which have their nests on the

ground and spend most of the time there, generally place their fore-

feet in a diagonal pattern."

However, it should be noted that the deer mice, of the genus

Peromyscus, have a track pattern similar to that of the tree mice.

It has been the experience of the writer, in observing Peromyscus

tracks in the snow, to find a tail mark with most sets of tracks. On

the other hand, some deer mice carry their tails relatively high

and one can search invain for the tail mark. Moreover, deer mice

often live in the fir trees part of the time and descend to the ground

on will. While the tracks observed by Todd may have been of the

tree mice, it seems more likely that they were made by deer mice.

c. Dimensions of arboreal nests

Throughout most of the areas studied, no pattern or size

relationships could be determined with respect to the overall di-

mensions of the nests and the locality. However, in two locations

(Schoenborn's Ranch, near Molalla and the place the populationstudy
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was conducted, 4_l/2 miles SW of Monroe) the nests were relatively

larger than those found elsewhere.

In the majority of the articles written on the tree mice, the

dimensions of the nest appears to be of great importance. After re-

viewing the field data compiled during this study, the writer is com-

pelled to the belief that the individual size of the tree nests does not

merit the importance accorded them. The import should be placed

on the possibility of trends in connection with stage of construction,

length of use, locality, size of litters, and season. These headings

should, in turn, be confined to nests entirely of mouse construction.

This, however, is not easy to assess and further studies will need

to be made.

To date, the nests of the tree mice have been termed "appro-

priated" or "entirely of mouse construction" on the basis of the size

of the sticks used in the foundation and general construction. This

method has proven to be unreliable since it was found that tree mice

can build a platform with sticks one-fourth inches in diameter and

better than a foot in length. Such nests were discovered 4-1/2

miles SW of Monroe.

It was noted that tree mice will cut these large twigs in close

proximity to their prospective nests and thus expend a minimal a-

mount of effort in placement of the sticks. The mice start chewing

on one side of the selected twig and keep working at the same place
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With respect to nest size, Bailey (1936) says, "The

nests of the tree mice are of various sizes, from the new or: freshly

built nests of the males, the size of ordinary mouse nests, to the

old breeding nests in large trees that have been used and built up

for many years until they attain the size of a peck or half-bushel

measure. In fact, some would apparently fill a bushel basket and

have the appearance of permanent houses on as elaborate a scale as

a wood rat or muskrat house."

Jewett (1920), in talking about P. longicaudus, says,

"Most of the nests are fairly compact round balls about twelve to

eighteen inches in diameter, composed of dry twigs and built by the

mice occupying them. Other larger and more bulky nests were evi-

dently built by wood rats and later occupied by these mice. Usually

they are located in Douglas fir, but several have been noted in Sitka

spruce near the coast. Years later, Jewett (1930) wrote of

another nest and described it thus, "The skeleton of the nest was

composed of dead dry twigs of fir; it was about fourteen inches in

diameter and about ten inches deep spherical in form with a flat-

tened top, and well woven together and well anchored to the tree

limbs on which it rested."

Most of the observations on the nests of the tree mice have

been on the general order of Bailey's and Jewett's descriptions.

Since they all tend to be general and fall within the scope of the work



done during this investigation, additional review of the literature

has been omitted.

5. Form and composition

a. Aberrant nest foundations

From the time the tree mouse first became known to science,

in 1890, to date, it has been observed to take over the arboreal nest

of some other animal in lieu of building one of its own. During the

interim, the size of the sticks used in the construction of the nest

foundation was generally considered to be a valid criterion for dis-

tinguishing between appropriated nests and those constructed en-

tirely by the mice. As stated earlier, however, this concept is

unreliable.

With respect to the appropriation of such nests, those con-

structed by the western grey squirrel (Sciurus griseus), the dusky-

footed wood rat (Neotoma fuscipes) and various birds had been found

to bethe most widely used. Howell (see page 6l)also mentions

debris lodged on branches and parasitic growth as possible nest

foundations.

It was impossible to tell, in many instances, whether the nest

occupied by a tree mouse had been appropriated or not. The reason

for the difficulty was that squirrels have been found to take over
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nests constructed by the mice as well as those of other squirrels,

wood rats and birds. The situation became more scrambled when

it was noted that three species of squirrels (western grey squirrel,

chickaree or Douglas squirrel, northern flying squirrel) the wood

rat and deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus), in addition to a vari-

ety of birds, tended to use these nests interchangeably. Hence, the

original builder could not always be determined.

Though it could generally be determined which animals had

used the nest, the order of events remained a mystery most of the

time.

The general construction and the materials used was, more

often than not, enough to distinguish between squirrel and wood rat

nests. Feces further differentiated squirrel nests from wood rat

nests. The droppings of the flying squirrel were the most distinc-

tive of all and, if present, indicated that the nest had been used by

13 .this animal. In the last analysis, however, the hair from the van-

ous animals, found in the nest, proved to be the most reliable. 14

Discarded resin ducts were conclusive evidence in favor of the tree

mice.

If a deer mouse had appropriated a nest previously occupied

by a tree mouse, it was usually necessary to refer to the hair for
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positive identification, as the feces were often difficult to differentiate.

The easiest way to distinguish tree mouse nests from those of

squirrel or rat was by a careful examination of the materials used

in the construction.

The grey squirrel nests were composed primarily of the lichen

(Usnea ceratina), where this was available. Otherwise the moss

(Eurhynchium oreganum) was used. The nest proper was always

built on a stick foundation.

The chickaree (Tamiasciurus douglasii.) usually built a nest of

the same moss used by the grey squirrel. These nests were gener-

ally placed on a platform. At times, shredded bark was used to

line the interior of the nest or, less commonly, the whole nest was

composed of shredded bark.

Nests of the northern flying squirrel (Glaucomys sabrinus)

were seldom found on a foundation of any type. They were simply

built against the tree trunk, supported by a whorl of branches. Oc-

casionally, a nest was found wedged in the fork of a tree 20 to 30

feet off the ground. These nests were of the same general con-

struction as those of the chickaree, but shredded bark seemed to

be used to a greater extent.

It is difficult to visualize these nests through verbal descrip-

tion, but after some practice in the field, one can usually detect

the differences.
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One nest, occupied by an adult female tree mouse with four

young, was built in the abandoned nest of a robin. The mud cavity

of the robin's nest was filled with resin ducts and contained the main

nest chamber of the tree mouse family. The dimensions, in inches,

of the nest were: Height 8, width 8, length 10. The nest, 4-1/2

miles SW of Monroe, was situated on a whorl of limbs next to the

trunk of a Douglas fir, 15 feet above the ground. The nest tree was

four inches in diameter, breast height.

Other mice were found to have appropriated hawk and owl

nests. Owls were discovered to have taken over a tree mouse nest

2-1/2 miles north of Bellfountain, Benton County.

It is impossible to say whether the tree mice move into empty

nests or drive the inhabitants out and then take over. Both Taylor

and Howell have discussed the possibilities (see page 62). While

this study cannot provide any clarification of the question, it is of

interest to note that an adult male tree mouse (OSUMNH catalogue

no. 2556) and a grey squirrel were found occupying the same nest

simultaneously. The nest, 4_l/2 miles south of Sodaville in Linn

County, was built by the squirrel. It was constructed on a founda-

tion of fir twigs, one to two feet in length. The nest, composed of

lichen (Usnea ceratina) and shredded bark, was situated on a limb

whorl, next to the trunk of a Douglas fir, eight inches in DBH, 20

feet off the ground. The squirrel was living in the top and the
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mouse in the bottom, where a ball of resin ducts, 5' x was found

(Figures 13, 14).

b. Nests entirely of mouse construction

A nest built entirely by the tree mouse is a, more or less,

haphazard affair. It begins as a platform of food twigs on which the

mouse ultimately feeds. In feeding, additional twigs are carried to

the foundation and food refuse collects. The movement of the mouse,

along with the deposition of feces and urine, continuously packs

down the nest material. As some of the larger food twigs collect,

the mouse starts crawling underneath them to feed. The discarded

resin ducts are then pushed and pulled to this side and that as the

mouse moves around making a small cavity for itself. It pushes

and scratches the resin ducts up over the sides and top until a com

pletely enclosed nest chamber is effected. Food twigs are brought

to the nest nightly and while some of them are stripped of their

needles, others are not. These accumulate as the mouse alternately

feeds inside the nest and on top of it, which many seem to do. All

of these factors combine to gradually settle the nest until it becomes

firmly packed and well anchored in position.

From this point on, the growth of the nest appears to be purely

incidental, but the stages the nest goes through as it becomes larger

and larger seems to be fairly standard. The nest changes in shape
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from the original small structure to a fairly large and roundish nest,

situated on one side of the tree. As growth progresses, the nest

spreads out and continues part-way around the trunk. With addi-

tional use, it finally meets its beginning and thus completely sur-

roundsthe tree, forming a ring that continually grows upward and

outward (Figure 15).

The nest continues to settle as rains and the constant move-

ment of the mice inevitably packs the structure. As generation

after generation of mice use the nest, a thick layer of fecal material

accumulates which acts to further anchor the nest firmly to the tree

(Figures 16, 17, 18, 19).

Most workers have described the nests as round or ball-like.

This generalization indicates that the nests observed have been in a

fairly young stage of development. Moreover, such a statement is

misleading since it seems to refer only to nests constructed, in

totality, by the mice. Without an examination of numerous nests,

it is almost impossible to distinguish between appropriated nests

and those built solely by the mice, the latter, apparently, being

greatly inthe minority.

With respect to these nests, Booth (1950) states, ItThey

[the tree mice] make large ball-like nests of fir needles and shred-

ded bark. .." In the light of present knowledge, it is felt that any

tree mouse nest containing shredded bark was probably used by a



squirrel at one time or another.

c. Entrances and tunnels

The various parts of the nest environment are connected by a

series of tunnels with exits leading to the outside. Thereis seldom

a set pattern in the tunnel system which one could expect to find in

every nest. One particular kind of tunnel, however, was observed

in every occupied nest that was examined. This was an escape tun-

nel, leading from the interior of the nest to the outside, with the exit

situated at the bottom of the nest, next to the trunk of the tree.

Through this tunnel a mouse could escape, completely unnoticed

(Figure 20).

There were usually one or two tunnels leading to the diurnal

food supply on top of the nest. These were generally situated in

such a way that the mice could reach the food without having to ex-

pose themselves for any length of time, if at all.

The inner chambers were connected by a system of tunnels

which changed constantly as the nest was altered. If the nest was

large enough to surround the trunk of the tree, a runway usually

went the circular route around the trunk also. At times, such a

runway could be found inside the nest and on top of it.

In old nests with a thick layer of manure, tunnels, lined with

resin ducts, were often found penetrating the fecal mass, as was
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the case with nest chambers also. These tunnels and chambers

were dry and seemed to be relatively permanent in structure. It is

possible that during hot, dry weather or very wet weather, this layer

of manure acts as insulation, thus protecting the inhabitants from

adverse conditions and, perhaps, explains the apparent permanence

of such a system. Under these conditions, it seems possible that

the nest could be constantly occupied, irrespective of the changes in

the weather.

With regard to these tunnels, Nelson (see page 66) wrote,

"Tunnels run out along each of the limbs on which the mass rests,

and if it extends all the way around [the tree], one main tunnel en-j

circles the trunk from which these hallways branch." Seldom were

exits found on more than one or, possibly, two limbs and never on

all of them.

No set pattern of tunnels could be found, nor could any given

number ofrunways or exits be established. Moreover, the size of

the nest did not appear to be a limiting factor, as far as the number

or intricacy of such systems were concerned.

d. Inner nest chambers

All the inner nest chambers were ultimately lined with resin

ducts, notwithstanding the fact that the nest may have been appro-

priated from some other animal.



The chambers were of two types--the nest chamber and the

fecal chamber. It appears to be a well established fact that old

nest chambers are given over to the deposition of feces and urine.

New nest chambers are then constructed in some other part of the

nest, while those filled with manure gradually decompose, along

with the resin ducts, and form the soil-like layer which typify nests

of long use (Figures 19, 20).

No apparent reason for the selection of a new nesting site

could be found. The only nest cavity that seemed to be constructed

according to some rule was that which contained the young. This

was almost always found deep in the middle of the nest. Perhaps

such a location serves to protect the offspring from changes in the

weather and, possibly, minimizes the danger of predation.

In several nests, more than one inner sleeping cavity was

found. The number of such cavities seemed to be irrelevant with

respect to the number of mice occupying the nest. Whereas two

litters, of different ages, were sometimes found within a single

nest, the number of inner nest chambers varied from one to five.

On the other hand, it is felt that, when two litters are found within

the same nest, the female with the youngest offspring probably oc-

cupies one nest cavity and the juveniles, apparently self-sufficient

by this time, occupy another.

Generally, a nest cavity was just large enough to accomodate
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a single mouse. This was particularly true when a single individual

occupied the whole nest, but it was not, necessarily, the rule.

When an old nest, probably used at regular intervals, was re-

modeled, it was observed that a new sleeping cavity was usually con-

structed near the top of the nest, while, at times, the old sleeping

quarters were reused. With the establishment of new quarters, how-

ever, the old nest chamber was generally used for the deposition of

excrement, as was occasionally the case with the abandoned tunnels

of the previous occupants.

The mice were never found to defecate within their sleeping

quarters or the tunnels which were being used. It was noted, how-

ever, that they would defecate on top of the outer nest, probably

while feeding during the night.

e. Additions to occupied nests

It was found that as long as the nest was occupied, the daily

food refuse added volume to the structure. Otherwise, additions to

the nest would take place each time the mice reoccupied it. It

should be noted, however, that if a squirrel or wood rat takes over

a moiise nest, the probability is that a sizable increase in volume

will result. When speaking of a nest, therefore, one must be care-

ful in his interpretation.



f. Reconstruction of destroyed nests

On 13 May 1963, the writer dissected, and completely destroyed,

a nest in McDonald Forest, six miles north of Corvallis. The nest

contained four young which were taken into captivity. However, no

sign of the adult could be found. The nest was 20 feet off the ground,

in a small Douglas fir tree. Upon returning to the same spot a year

later, the nest was found to be under reconstruction. It was again

dissected to find out how such nests were built. After its second

destruction, the nest was permanently abandoned by its occupants.

This was the only incident of its kind found during the study, although

many nest sites were revisited over a two year period.

Taylor (l915a) says that Shelton also observed this procedure

once, on Spencer Butte, near Eugene.

On 9 March 1965, a nest was examined in McDonald Forest.

The nest, 20 feet up in a second growth Douglas fir, had been parti-

ally destroyed; the top had been torn open. The nest was completely

dissected in an effort to ascertain the order of events, but little

could be determined, except that the nest had been used very recently.

There was no sign of a mouse in the nest or the tree. On reaching

the ground, however, a tree mouse was observed and then caught,
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ten feet below the nest. It proved to be a pregnant female, and since

no other nest was found within the immediate vicinity, it was thought

that the mouse had been in the nest just previously examined. At no

other time was such a circumstance found.

6. Desertion of nests

Generally speaking, the tree mice will desert a nest if it has

been disturbed, but this is not always so. Secondly, it was found

that nests of large proportions tend to fall apart, piece by piece, due

to the sheer weight of the structure. This, in itself, has apparently

caused some mice to desert their nests. It was thought, however,

that, as previously discussed on pages 83 and 84, the majority of the

deserted nests had been abandoned due to the weather. It would

seem that such nests are not necessarily reoccupied at regular

intervals, as generally supposed, but that one or more years may

elapse before the nest is again used. This was indicated by a lack

of gradation in decomposing resin ducts in reoccupied nests. Only

one definite cause of nest desertion could be found. This was the

movement of the mice into the higher elevations of the trees, as the

lower limbs died and their food supply grew away from them (refer

to p. 72).



7. Inquilines

Nonparasitic mites of the families Macrochelidae, Parasitidae,

Rhodacaridae, were fairly commonly found.

Centipedes of the family Lithobiidae were occasionally found,

as were sowbugs of the family Oniscidae.

Spring-tails, representing two families, were found in almost

every nest: Entomobryidae and Sminthuridae.

The most numerous larvae found were those of flies, repre-

senting the following families: (1) Scenopinidae, (2) Tipulidae,

(3) Trichoceridae, (4) Sciaridae, (5) Muscidae. From the family

Musçidae, the genus Fannia was determined.

One lace-wing of the family Raphidiidae was found.

Various beetles representing the following families were

found: (1) Carabidae, (2) Ptilidae, (3) StaphylinIdae, (4) Scara-

baeidae. One beetle of the family Scarabaeidae could be determined

to genus and species: Aphodius sparsus.

Further determination will be made at a later date.

The beetles of the family Scarabaeidae were determined by

Dr. Paul Ritcher; the other insects, along with the centipedes, were
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by Mr. David Mays; the mites by Mr. Rodger Shoemake, all of

whom are members of the Department of Entomology at Oregon State

University.
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FIGURE 8

NEST OF PHENACOMYS SILVICOLA

The nest, in a Douglas fir with a DBH of 24 inches, is 45 feet

off the ground. The nest, 5 -3/4 miles NW of Cheshire, Lane

County, Oregon, is constructed on a broken limb. The nest dimen-

sions are, in inches: Height 6, width 6, length 8. A subadult female

was collected from this nest.

Note the protective cover of the bough directly above the nest.

Such cover appears to be a requirement when nests sites are more

exposed than would be the case in a dense stand of timber. Also to

be taken into account is the fact that living branches make food

readily available.

The illustration is taken from the original field notes compiled

for the writer by Wayne Hammer.
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FIGURE 9

NEST OF PHENACOMYS SILVICOLA

The nest, 10 miles WSW of Cheshire, Lane County, Oregon,

was constructed in the top of a Douglas fir snag, DBH 14 inches,

25 feet off the ground. It was an old nest with dimensions, in inches:

Height 5, width 24, length 24. The snag is nine feet from a living

Douglas fir and can be reached by way of the dead limb seen pro-

truding through the nest. Such nesting sites are relatively unusual.

Wayne Hammer, accompanied by the writer, revisited the

nest. The illustration is from the field notes of Wayne Hammer,

compiled at the request of the writer.



FIGURE 9.
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FIGURE 10

NEST OF A PHENACOMYS LONGICAUDUS IN A BIG-LEAF MAPLE

This nest was located at the Schoenborn Ranch, 8 miles SE of

Molalla, Clackamas County, Oregon. It is the only record of a tree

mouse being associated with a deciduous tree.

Legend:
Food twigs of Douglas fir
Entrance to nest
Tunnel to nest chamber
Nest chamber
Old, soggy nest material and rotten wood
Area chopped open

The illustration is from the field notes of Dr. Murray Johnson.
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FIGURE 11

TREE MOUSE SIGN

It will be noted that the twig has been gnawed through on both

ends and that most of the needles have been eaten. Sign such as

this was often found on the ground, at the base of nest trees. This

piece of Douglas fir, found 4 miles WNW of Camp Adair, 8 miles

N of Corvallis, Benton County, Oregon, was apparently dropped by

the mouse while in the tree.

FIGURE 12

THE CUTTING OF A LARGE TWIG BY A TREE MOUSE

Twigs up to 1/4 inches in diameter were found cut through by

the tree mice. The mice begin on one side and keep gnawing until

the twig is severed. For further clarification, examine the twig

ends in figure 11. Such evidence was found 4-1/2 miles SW of

Monroe, Benton County, Oregon.



FIGURE II.

FIGURE 12.
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FIGURE 13

GREY SQUIRREL NEST

A grey squirrel nest, composed of lichen (Usnea ceratina),

shredded bark and Douglas fir. The nest, found 4-1/2 miles S of

Sodaville, Linn County, Oregon, was simu1tareously inhabited by

a grey squirrel (Sciurus griseus) and a tree mouse (Phenacomys

longicaudus). The squirrel lived in the upper portion of the nest

and the tree mouse in the lower.

Photograph by John Haertel.

FIGURE 14

GREY SQUIRREL NEST

A side view of the same nest as shown in Figure 13. Note

the two entrances into the nest cavity of the squirrel. The mouse

was living toward the outer edge of the under side.

Photograph by John Haertel.



FIGURE J3

FIGURE 14.
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FIGURE 15

STAGES IN THE GROWTH OF TREE MOUSE NESTS

New--food refuse on twig platform
The nest is rounded and all on one side of the tree.
The nest partially encircles the trunk of the tree.
The nest completely surrounds the tree trunk.
An old, but used, nest. Due to long use, it is sunken
and compact.
A moss and/or shredded bark nest, taken over from a
squirrel.

One through five are nests entirely of mouse construction.

Number six is an appropriated squirrel nest.
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FIGURE 16

LOCATION OF OLD AND NEW PHENACOMYS SILVICOLA NESTS

The area where the occupied nest was located
The area where a nest had left its mark from years ago

Nest found along Nettleton Road in McDonald Forest, 6 miles

N of Corvallis, Benton County, Oregon. Area number 2 was 41

feet, 5 inches from the ground. Area number 1 was 45 feet off the

ground. From the latter area to the tip of the tree was 15 feet, 5

inches. The tree, a Douglas fir, was girdled for a distance of 6

feet 2 inches, consequently, from the site of the old nest to the

apex, the main trunk of the tree was dead.

The nest was occupied by an adult fem1e and two immatures--

a male and a female.

Photograph by John Haertel.
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FIGURE 17

LOCATION OF OLD NEST

A closer view of area number 2. Note the girdled trunk where

the old nest was situated, and the scar tissue from the healing

trunk. Healing, however, was never completed. This was the only

such instance found throughout the study.

Photograph by John Rae rtel.
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FIGURE 18

LOCATION OF OCCUPIED NEST

A closer view of area number 1. Some old nest n).ateriai can

be seen in the middle of the picture. Note the girdled trunk in the

central area occupied by the nest.

Photograph by John Haertel.
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FIGURE 19

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE NEST OCCUPYING
AREA ONE IN FIGURE 18

Legend:

Dry, leafless, interwoven Douglas fir twigs

Freshly cut Douglas fir branchiets =

Nest chamber, where adult female and one young were
found = (w

Nest chamber, where other young was found

Scat chamber

Tunnels sound in nest

Relatively dry resin ducts

Decaying fecal material and resin ducts

It appeared as if the adult was trying to escape, but could not

move fast enough with one young clinging to her back. It was

thought that the female and the two young were all in the nest

chamber where the second young was found, as she had evidence of

recent suckling on two teats. That this was the case was further

attested to by the fact that neither of the young had their eyes open,

hence would not stray from that chamber.

The dimensionsof the nest were, in inches: Height 14, width

15, length 15.
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FIGURE 20

INTERNAL CONSTRUCTION OF A PHENACOMYS SILVICOL1A NEST

The nest, 4-1/2 miles SW of Monroe, Benton County, Oregon,

was occupied by an adult female, one juvenile and two immatures

with eyes still closed.

When compared to figure 19, the extreme variation in nest

construction becomes more evident. Note, also the exit beneath the

nest, against the bole of the tree. The nest was in a Douglas fir,

DBH 18 inches, 40 feet above the ground. The nest dimensions

were, in feet: Height 2, width 2_lIz, length z_i/2.

When the nest was examined, the juvenile jumped and was

caught by Hammerts dog, who ate the anterior half of the mot!.se.

The posterior half was saved, however. The adult came down the

tree and was caught. The two blind young were taken from the nest

chamber by Wayne Hammer.

Data on this nest was collected through the joint effort of the

writer and Wayne Hammer. The illustration is according to a

sketch made by Wayne Hammer.

Legend.
Tetop exit.
Seside exit.
Be=bottom exit.
N=nest chamber.
T=trunk of the tree.
S=scat chamber.
1 tunnel.
Zbody of the nest.
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BEHAVIOR

1. Movement in natural habitat

The tree mice are, on the whole, extremely cautious in

their movements. However, there is a great deal of variation among

individuals. While some of the tree mice appear to be nervous and

leave their nest at the slightest provocation, others may be forced

out by the dissection of their nest. Apparently reluctant to leave,

they immediately return to thei- abode. Once out f the nest, most

of the mice moved relatively slowly among the branches of the nest

tree and, sometimes, those immediately adjacent to it. On the other

hand, some of the mice moved with adroitness and speed along the

limbs. One mouse, an adult female, was particularly difficult to

catch as she moved with surefooted swiftness, akin to that of a deer

mouse. The nest, found along Nettleton Road in McDonald Forest,

was situated next to the trunk of a Douglas fir, 30 feet from the

ground. When the nest was dissected, the mouse left through an

exit at the bottom, against the bole of the tree. She crossed over

to another Douglas fir, 15 feet away ran up the fir for a distance

of ten feet, recrossed and went up five more feet in the nest tree.

She was finally caught against the trunk of the nest tree in the crotch

of a 450 angle of a limb.

Very few mice were observed to go up the tree after leaving
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the nest. Many of them went down the trunk, head foremost in the

manner of a tree squirrel. If they reached the ground they often

attempted to get under whatever litter was available. Sometimes,

however, they simply ran over the surface. They seemed to be

somewhat awkward in running, but, if chased, could move with in-

credible speed. There appeared to be no directional orientation in

their movements. They simply ran in whatever direction they hap-

pened to be facing.

The nice were often observed running from the disturbed

nest onto a limb, where they suddenly stopped, crouched and re-

mained motionless. In this position, they could usually be ap-

proached, slowly and carefully, and then be picked up. They

seened opposed to movement. This appears to be a protective

adaptation because their red color blends into the surroundings,

making them very difficult to see when not in motion. In this re-

spect, their small size seems to be a decided advantage. During

the twilight hours a motionless tree mouse is almost impossible to

find amidst the branches of a fir.

Benson and Borell (1931). write, 'We believe that

the tendency for tree mice to build nests in the smaller trees, or

in trees with many branches toward their bases, may perhaps be

explained as follows: First, the habit that the mice have of leaping

to the ground when disturbed would be too dangerous to them were
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they to leap from tall trees having io branches to break their fall.

Second, the mice would be too much exposed to attack by enemies

when climbing the bare trunks of tall trees. " In this connection, it

must be pointed out that no such relationship could be found. th fact,

several of the mice jumped, or fell, from their nest or some other

place in the tree. With two exceptions, they landed uninjured on the

ground. Indeed, one mouse an adult female, fell from a twig 6O

feet up and spread her legs out like a flying squirrel, thus breaking

her fall. She retaired this position for the full 60 feet of free fall.

During the descent, sibe appeared to use her tail for balance. The

writer, on reaching the ground, found that the mouse was dead, but

could not ascertain whether she had been killed by the fall, which

seemed unlikely, or by the writer's companion, who caught her on

the ground. It is probable that he killed her when he pinioned her to

the ground, since he was unfamiliar with these mice. Other mice,

however, have been observed to fall from 45 to 50 feet and land

without any apparent difficulty, It is, therefore, felt that injury

due to falling or jumping is an exception, rather than a rule.

Age, or perhaps, a degree of learning, appears to be

necessary before such a feat can be successfully accomplished,

since young mice are not able to land on their feet. A few juvenile

mice fell, could not seem to balance, and landed on their backs.

They appeared to lack the ability to spread their feet and seemed



to have no control over their tail; The fact that tree mice have

hairy tails points to the significance of balance in their arboreal

habitat.

If branches were in its path the falling mouse would catch

itself on a limb and, if able to right itself sufficiently, crouch, and

become motionless. At other times, the mouse co4d not gain an

adequate hold and would hang as long as possible, then fall and try

again to catch hold. In trying to right itself, the mouse would curve

its tail upward, along the ventral side of its body and thus, to some

degree, oftset and equalize its body weight (Fig. 21). It would gen-

erally succeed in its efforts.

Seeking a lower branch, the mouse would feel for it with

one or the other of its forefeet, while it hung from the twig with its

hind feet. If it found a, lower limb, the mouse seemed to test the

support offered before it released' its hold on the above twig. In the

event that no lower branch could be found, the mouse would curve

its body into a "Ut' shape with a semi-prehensile. use of its tail, and

then climb back up to the under surface of the limb fromwhich it.had

been hanging (Figs. 21, 22, 23). Occasionally, a mouse whi.ch could

not hang on would fall because it had stretched too far. Sometimes,

however, it would just let go and Iall.

It is of interest to note that tree mice always proceeded

head foremost while in transit.
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No mouse, of its own volition, was found out of its nest.

2. Sex ratio in natural habitat

With respect to P. albipes, the majority of the mice collect-

ed over the years have been males. Information was obtained on 15

mice of this species. Of the 15, ten were males and five were fe-

males, making a sex ratio of 2:1, in favor of the males. Since the

trappings of this species appear to have been "accidental" it is

possible that the males are of a more exploratory nature than the

females and are, therefore, more likely to be caught. No conclu-

sions can be drawn, as yet, due to the limited amount of knowledge

concerning the life history of the species.

In this connection, Taylor (l9l5b wrote of P.

longicaudus, "Upon examination of the specimens collected it immed-.

iately becomes apparent that the females are much more numerous

than the males. In fact, in a series of eight adult specimens, six

are females and only two are males. This difference in numbers

immediately prompts the question as to why such a condition should

obtain.

"There are at least two possibilities to be considered:. (1)

that the mice practice polygamy, and that there are actually more

females than males; (2) that the adult females remain more closely

in the nest than the males do, and so were t3ken in greater numbers



by our methods of capture, which involved the dissection of the

nests.

tt0f the young specimens available eight are males and

13 females. It appears that among the young individuals the propor-

tion of females to males is well below two to one, while among the

adults the proportion is four to one. If males and females are born

in equal numbers, a non-selected series of young should divide up

equally between the sexes. Since our specimens do not divide in this

way, one is tempted to the onc1usion, on the one hand, that the f e-

males are actually about twice as numerous as the males. On the

other hand, the difference in proportions of females to males in the

series of young and adults respectively seems to indicate that the

females do remain more closely in the nests than the males and so

were taken in greater numbers by the methods of capture employed."

That females outnumber males in collections is true of both

species. It is thought, however, that a polygamous nature of the

mice can not be brought to account for the discrepancy between the

sexes. Taylor mentioned that the females might stay closer to the

nest than the males. This is a definite possibility. On the other

hand, there may be an extremely high mortality rate as far as the

males are concerned, or they may live underground and not be sub-

ject to capture.

Information was obtained on 1Z6 P. longicaudus. Of these,
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86 were females and 40 were males. Data obtained on 82 P. silvicola

showed 48 females and 34 males. Thus, of 208 tree mice, 134 were

females and 74 were males. Whereas, the above sex ratio is 1. 00

males to 1. 81 females, the systematic collection of P. silvicola dur-

ing the population study showed, irrespective of age, 21 males and

19 females, making a total of 40 mice, 1. 03 mice per acre. The

sex ratio for the 30-2/3 acres was 1. 00 females to 1. 10 males, which

is much closer to the 50% male-female ratio normally expected (Fig.

41 on page 201).

The breakdown of the population into age groups (Fig. 42 on

page 203) shows a greater number of females to males among-the

adult mice and the reverse with respect to the nesting young(Table 8).

It will be seen from the table that, once out of the nest, the

sex ratio reverses from the predominance of male nestlings to a

Table 8. Age groups of the population and their respective sex
ratios.

AGE GROUP TOTAL
NUMBER

NO. NO. SEX
RATIO

O#' Adult 12 2 10 lto5
0

4-)

O Juv. on own 3 1 2 lto2
Juv. in nest 10 6 4 1.Stol

4-)

Infants 11 8 3. 3.7tol 0
4-)

Newly born 4 3 1 3tol
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predominance of females. Hence, there appears to be three possible

explanations of this phenomenon: (1) that males live underground and

are not subject to capture; (2) that females stay closer to the nests

and ae collected disproportionately; (3) that there is an extremely

high mortality rate among the males.

3. Defense

The writer has seldom had a tree mouse attempt to bite dur-

ing capture. The fact that these mice are extremely docile is prob-

ably a disadvantage so far as predation is concerned. On the other

hand, the habit of remaining motionless among the branches is, per-

haps, the best protection that could be afforded the mice. While the

mice are in notion, an owl could spot them among the limbs. If,

when sensing danger, the mice would stop and remain still, it is

probable that they would be overlooked and thus remain alive. The

preceding procedure, coupled with the fact that they are primarily

nocturnal in activity, would appear to provide an adequate protective

adaptation.

Nelson (1930) postulated that, "In the Hawaiian Islands the

introduction of the mongoose had made the common house rat arbor-

eal in habits,and possibly in the remote past the pressure of some

ground-frequenting enemy thus affected the lives of the red tree

mouse. Provided the males are, in fact, ground dwelling, such

difference in habits could account for a higher mortality rate among

the males than the females and, thus, have a direct bearing on the
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disproportionate sex ratio of males to females.

The only time a tree mouse attempted to bite was in defense

of her young, while she was in captivity. Howe 11 (1926) a 1 s o

experienced a captive female biting in defense of her young.

In its defense position, a mouse almost lies on its back.

It raises its forefeet level with its head and then, with nearly closed

eyes, opens its mouth to bite. Such a position gives the appearance

of stubborn resistance.

4. Reactions to captivity

While xome of the tree mice did not appear to be nervous,

others exhibited definite reactions when brought into captivity.

Though there was an extremely wide range of individual reactions,

six basic responses to captivity could be isolated:

The first, and most prominent, was a feeding reaction. In

such an instance, the mouse would start eating as soon as it was

placed in a cage. The resin ducts were not stripped off the

needle, and it, therefore, was consumed in its entirety. The

needles were bitten off near their base, without the usual selective

examination. These were then held in one or the other of the fore-

feet nd pushed into the mouth. Occasionally a needle would come

out again and have to be pushed back. During this time, the mouse

usually closed its eyes and seemed to be oblivious to whatever was
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taking place in the immediate vicinity. Excessive washing of the face

and head, chest, belly and tail would often accompany the feeding

reaction.

The second reaction was to huddle in a corner of the cage,

and to remain, quivering, or go to sleep. At times, it was difficult

to awaken the sleeping mouse.

A third reaction was in the form of intensive and prolonged

exploration of the cage. During such exploration, the movements

were quick and nervous. The mouse apparently lost or abandoned

its usual caution. One adult female discovered the exercise wheel

after an intense, five minute exploration of the cage. She then ran

the wheel for a long time, with intervening rests. After she became

adjusted to captivity, sIe never again used the wheel. Nor was any

other mouse known to use the wheel.

A fourth reaction was that of excessive thirst. Some of the

mice licked water off the boughs in surprising quantities. At such

times, they consumed more than their normal amount of water at

one drinking.

A fifth reaction was that, in some cases, the mothers would

abandon their young and pay no attention to them whatsoever, even

though they were all in the same cage. Or, a period of time might

elapse before the female would take notice and care for her young.

Some of the mothers did not seem to mind the cage and took care of
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their offspring as though they were all in their original nest.

The sixth reaction appeared to be secondary in nature. The

mouse would, apparently, adjust to the first cage in which it had been

placed. If moved, it would show one of the previously discussed re-

actions and, ultimately, die. This is not uncommon among small

mammals.

It was further observed that the availability of a generous

quantity of nest material usually had a tranquilizing effect on most

individuals.
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FIGURE 21

TREE MOUSE USING TAIL AS COUNTER-BALANCE

Note the position of the tail. As the mouse

teeters on a twig, the tail is constantly moved in

accord with the overbalance of its body. This acts

as a counter-balance, and helps the mouse to gain a

foothold so that it may right itself on the twig.

Photograph by Dr. Kenneth Gordon.
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FIGURE 22

TREE MOUSE ATTEMPTING TO REVERSE ITS POSITION

In this instance, the mouse is attempting to

reverse its direction and to go back up onto the twig.

Note the semi-prehensible use of the tail.

Photograph by Dr. Kenneth Gordon.

FIGURE 23

TREE MOUSE CLIMBING UP SMALL, VERTICAL TWIG

Note the counter-balancing position of the tail

and the firm grip of the toes.

Photograph by Dr. Kenneth Gordon.
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FOOD AND WATER

With respect to P. albipes, Jewett (1920) says, "We

kxiow practically nothing of its habits, except that it feeds on the

ground in dense forested areas." In connection with the food habits

of the species, Bailey (1936) wrote, " The first real clue to

habits of these little animals was obtained by A. B. Howell from the

specimens collected at Trinidad, Calif., in July 1926. Of the seven

specimens collected in a densely shaded gulch under the redwoods,

bay, and maples, and back about half a mile from the sea three full

stomachs were saved and the content examined by C. C. Sperry, of

the Biolgoical Survey. The stomach contents showed entirely the

finely masticated pulp from underground roots of some unidentified

herbaceous plant." Dr. Murray Johnson, in his field notes, mentions

that stomachs of specimens, examined by him, contained "green ma-

terial". In addition to the foregoing information, most of the speci-

mens collected, were caught through the use of rolled or whole oats

as bait.

Whereas the preceding discussion of the food of P. albipes

has spoken only of vegetable matter, the specimen collected by Sam

Seals (see page 32) and fleshy parts of some type of unidentifiable

animal in its stomach. Moreover, no plant material could be found.

The stomach contents were mounted on a microscope slide, in
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glycerine and taken to Dr. F. Smith, plant anatomist of the Botany

Department at Oregon State University. The stomach contents were

found to be strange, and after consulting with other botanists, it was

concluded that only animal tissue was present. This, in itself, is

not surprising, as many small mammals are carnivorous and even

cannibalistic, if the opportunity is given.

With respect to the food of P. ion icaudus, Taylor (1915a)

asserts that, "one animal kept by Mr. Clay in captivity would not eat

grain, grass, or meal, finally dying apparently for lack of proper

feeding." Walker (1930) says, with regard to P. silvicola, "Experi-

ments in feeding convince me that it is utterly futile to attempt the

trapping of these mice by the use of bait. Rolled oats, meat and other

such materials used for bait were completely ignored by my specimen,

as were plants and parts of the foliage of deciduo.is shrubs and trees

commonly found in the woods. A few clover leaves were eaten on

one occasion, but an acquired fondness for apples constituted the only

real departure from a straight diet of conifer leaves. U Ingles (1957),

speaking of the red tree mouse, says, however, "These mice will

eat rolled oats, raisins, and various kinds of fruits; but their

chief food consists of the needles of the Douglas fir and the low-

land fir. " Benson and Borell (1931) note that, "Captive mice,

although furnished with a constant supply of fresh twigs of

Douglas fir and grand fir, would eat f r e e 1 y of rolled oats,
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fresh apples, fresh carrots, fresh squirrel meat, dried pears,

dried apples, raisins, leaves of the deodar(Cedrus deodara), and

bristle-cone fir (Abies venusta). " They also mention that one mouse

had eaten grass. Howell (1926) experimented with various diets

from an assortment of trees, but it is thought that this is of little

importance in the life history of the tree mice since the trees re-

ferred to in the work were considered to be exotics and are not

found within the normal range of these mice. Martin, et al. (1951)

state that Douglas fir seeds make up from one-half to two percent

of the diet of the red tree mice in California. On several occa-

sions the writer tried to feed the tree mice such seeds, always

without success. Wight (1925), writing about an adult female

dusky tree mouse, asserts, ??Microscopic examination of her

stomach contents showed fir needles, bark, and lichen, all in a

finely pulverized condition. The majority of the workers agree,

however, that the food of the tree mice consists, primarily, of

the needles of Douglas fir, grand or lowland fir, hemlock or Sitka

spruce, along with varying quantities of bark.

It is thought that, in fact, the tree mice do live primarily

on the needles and inner b3rk, or cambium, of one of the forenamed

trees. On more than one occasion, however, the writer has found

the seeds of bitter cherry in the nests of tree mice, On another

occasion, a piece of scotch broom (Cytisus scoparius), one inch in
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length, was found in the nest chamber of a tree mouse nest, 3-1/2

miles SW of Sodaville, Linn County, Oregon. It had been cut on

both ends and then carried into the nest, but did not appear to have

been gnawed on otherwise.

Walker (1930) has put forth an interesting ida cn

cerning the food preference of the tree mice. He notes, ". . hemlock

twigs were found on the nest examined in the hemlock tree and only

spruce twigs on the nests in spruce trees. It seems probable that

the young are fed entirely on the twigs of the tree in which they live

and when fully grown still have a. decided preference for the same

kind of food. l In general, Walker's observations appear to be con-

sistent, but they can not be considered to be an invariable rule.

Whereas the tree mice do seem to prefer the needles of the trees

in which they were reared, several nests were found to contain food

refuse from both Douglas fir and grand fir. On the other hand,

Douglas fir was the preferred food in every instance.

The tree mice proved to be highly individualistic so far as

feeding on the cambium was concerned. Some ate it regularly; others

only sporadically. Once in awhile, a mouse did not appear to eat it

at all. The method of feeding also varied and seemed to depend, to

some extent, on the size of the limb from which the bark was eaten.

If a very small twig was chosen, it would be completely stripped of

both inner and outer bark. If the twig was large enough to have a
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tough outer bark, such was split open and the cambium layer was

eaten, while the outer bark was left untouched (Fig. 24). Occasion-

ally, limbs, an inch or more in diameter, were found to have patches

of bark eaten off them. Some of these patches were up to six inches

in length and one inch to one and one-half inches in width. It be-

came apparent that much of this damage was done by wood rats, but

several such areas bore the tooth marks of mice. It was not possible

to determine whether the teeth marks were those of the tree mice or

whether they represented the feeding marks of deer mice. They are

thought to be significant, however, because most of them were im-

mediately adjacent to tree mouse nests.

It is thought by the writer, that Benson and Borell (1931)

have provided the best description of the usual feeding manner of

the tree mice and that description is, therefore, included in its

entirety. They write, "One male from two miles east of Bridge-

ville varied so little in his manner of eating that it was almost

machine-like. He would bite a needle from a twig, then, holding

it in both hands and beginning near the base, would split off the

outer side of the needle, running the needle from right to left.

The outer portion would usually fall off or be pulled, but frequently

would remain attached at the base. Then the needle would be re-

versed end for end and turned over, and, beginning at the apex and

running the needle from right to left as before, the mouse would
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split off the other resin duct which would usually remain lightly

attached at the base. Then holding the remainder of the needle in

the left hand the mouse would eat it as one would eat a stalk of

celery. As this mouse was quite tame the whole process could be

followed by observing the animal at close range and by taking needles

away from it at various stages in the process. The mouse was al-

ways reluctant to let go of the needle when it was seized by a pair

of forceps and was often successful in jerking the needle free. The

mouse would temporarily appear at a loss when a needle was taken

away from it, as if not accustomed to having the feeding rhythm

broken in this manner,

"Although the mice ate in this manrer most of the time there

was some variation, especially in certain individuals. Sometimes

only one side of a needle would be stripped off; sometimes a needle

would be split down the middle and both portions consumed; or need-

les, especially when small, were eaten entire. But we never ob-

served any mouse eat the resin ducts and discard the medullary por-

tion of the needle. "

The writer's study revealed that the new needles of the year

were usually eaten in their entirety and that the mice would often eat

with either hand, alternately. Generally, whether the needle was a

young needle or whether it was an old one from which the resin ducts

had been split off, the portion of the needle about to be consumed was
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simply stuffed into the mouth and disappeared in one or two bites.

If the needle escaped fromthe mouth, as they sometimes did, it

would be pushed back in. Also noted was that as is the rule with

many animals when eating, the mice usually closed their eyes, either

partially or completely. Some of the tree mice would eat old, tough

needles, without splitting off the resin ducts, but this is thought to

have been stimulated by a nervous reaction to captivity and was

noticed, primarily, in newly captive animals.

With respect to the portion of the needle discarded, Benson

and Borell (1931) summarized their findings as follows: TMOur ob-

servations of the manner in which the red tree mouse eats fir needles

leads us to differ from Howell's interpretation. According to Howell

(1926) the mouse eats each side, including the lateral resin duct, and

discards the medullary portion, the 'midrib'. " Taylor (1915) had

previously stated that the sides of the needles, including the resin

ducts, were split off and discarded, while the remainder of the leaf,

including the medullary portion, was consumed. Our observations

agree with Taylor's description. " Benson and Borell further state,

on page 228, that, "Identification is easy even to the naked eye be-

cause one side of the filament, the former edge of the needle, is

always smooth and rounded, and only one side shows the marks of

teeth. A 'midrib' could not exhibit such a structure. " Observations

made of hundreds of pieces of food refuse, during this investigation,
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are entirely in consonance with i3enson a'-id Borell. Moreover, it

was discovered that the resin duct farthest from the mouse, as it holds

the needle, is the one that is split off. This becomes immediately ap-

parent when one examines the teeth marks on the discarded resin

duct (Figs. 25, 26, 27, 28).

Various methods of watering the tree mice have been tried,

including soaking a spoi1ge in water, saturating a piece of moss, and

providing a source of free water in the form of a water bottle or

dish. The best method proved to be sprinkling or soaking the boughs

in water. This was done twice each day. As these mice undoubtedly

obtain most of their required water from the moisture contert of

their food, it was found that the primary function of such additional

water was to maintain an adequate humidity within the cage This

appeared to be of paramount importance in the well-being of the

mice. When thirsty, however, the mice would lick the water off

the needles. It is probable that they do this in nature also.

Thus, the tree mice appear to be unique and highly special-

ized in their type of food and method of feeding. Such specialization

makes them one of the most limited, in habitat, of the small mam-

mals.
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FIGURE 24

BARK SPLIT BY TREE MOUSE

The bark has been opened up and the cambium layer

consumed. Note the teeth marks on the wood. This was done

by a captive mouse on 14 June 1965. (Natural size)

FIGURE 25

DISCARDED DOUGLAS FIR RESIN DUCT

This is a complete resin duct. Note the one smooth

margin- -the outside of the needle. Notice, also, the position
of the teeth marks, indicating that the resin duct farthest from
the mouse as it holds the needle is the first to be bitten off.

Found at the base of a tree on Marys Peak, 30 May
1963. (enlarged)

FIGURE 26

DISCARDED DOUGLAS FIR RESIN DUCT

In this case the teeth marks are npt evident.
Taken from a captive mouse on 6 August 1964.

(enlarged)

FIGURE 27

DISCARDED RESIN DUCT OF GRAND FIR

This represents about one-third of the needle. Note

the position of the teeth marks.
Taken from a captive mouse on 6 August 1964.

(enlarged)

FIGURE 28

DISCARDED GRAND FIR RESIN DUCT

This represents about one-fourth of the needle. The

teeth marks appear to be well defined on this section.
Taken from a captive mouse on6August 1964. (enlarged)
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BREEDING BIOLOGY

Under this head, the principal study of the tree mice is

being conducted by Dr. Murray Johnson, of the University of Puget

Sound, Tacoma, Washington.

1. Breeding behavior

The breeding behavior of P. longicaudus has been studied

by William Hamilton III (1962) in California, but nothing has been

published on the Oregon forms. Since the writer was not able to

study this phase of the life history, and since Dr. Johnson's work

is still in progress, the description of the mating behavior will be

based on Hamilton's work. The material is included in order to

give-as complete a life history of the tree mice as possible.

Hamilton (1962) writes, "The most frequent initial contact

was a brief frontal approach, although the male occasionally made

his initial contact in the female's genital area.

"Following the initial contact the pair often circled rapidly,

both taking a naso-anal position and spinning in a small circle less

than a mouse length in diameter. Sometimes this circling seemed

to be a result of an attempt by both animals to mount one another,

and occasionally, when the male did not continue to an immediate

mount, the female briefly mounted the male. Usually, however,
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circling quickly resulted in the male overtaking and mounting the

female.

tiReceptive females often appeared to initiate sexual en-

counters by approaching the male and nipping at him. This method

of inciting the male wasfrequent between mounts when the male

seemed slow to resume activity and also occurred at the start of

encounters. After the male dismounted receptive females usually

ran off a few inches, stopped, arched the neck upward and lifted

the hindquarters slightly. . . much like the lordosis posture of estrous

laboratory rats (Rattus norvegicus).

While mounted, the males vibrated the hindquarters

possibly 15 or more times but much too rapidly to be counted accur-

ately. Usually the male remained in position one or two seconds,

rarely up to four. When observed from below through a pane of

glass the male's forelegs could be seen depressing the sides of the

female's abdomen, causing the genital area to balloon outwards.

When a female permitted a male to continue mounting without ter-

minating the sequence by aggression, the number of mounts ranged

from six to 133 and was usually 40 or more. The smallest number

of mounts leading to pregnancy was 12, six each by two males. .

"Frequently the maleimmediately assumed a sitting posi-

tion following mounting and licked his genital area. Washing move-

ments were less frequent, occurring in both males and females,
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although it was considerably more frequent among the males. An-

other postcopulatory movement, seen only occasionaly in the females

and never in males, was a rapid lateral shaking of the head.

The preceding description (refer to Hamilton's paper for

a more comprehensive discussion) points to the possibility of poly-

gamy among the tree mice. This, as thought by Taylor (l9l5b),

may, in part, explain the greater number of female mice in collec-

tions as opposed to the number of males. Under such a circum-

stance, one male might be associated with several females and

would therefore be collected in disproportionate numbers. Before

any conclusions can be drawn, however, much more irtensive work

needs to be done.

2. Young

Time and size of litters

It seems to be generally concluded that the tree mice breed

throughout the year. On the other hand, some workers are of the

opinion that the breeding season includes the spring and summer,

while nothing has been postulated for P. albipes. A litter of P.

albipes has never, to the best of the writer's knowledge, been

found; however, a few pregnant females of this species have been

secured and the data will give some insight into their breeding habits.
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The only three available records of pregnant P. albipes

are herewith given.

A pregnant female was taken near Nehalem Summit

(Highway 53) in Clatsop County, Oregon, on 5 July 1957. The mouse,

collected by B. T. Ostenson, contained three embryos 8mm in length.

The specimen is in the Collection of the University of Puget Sound- -

catalogue no. 7002.

An adult female was collected by Dr. R. M. Storm, near

the campground on Mary4s Peak, Benton County, Oregon. The mouse,

taken on 25 July 1962, contained three embryos 4mm in length. The

specimen is in the collection of Oregon State University--catalogue

no. 2602.

A female, collected by E. F. Hooven, was pregna.nt

and yielded three embryos of pea-size. Unfortunately, no measure-

ments were taken. The specimen, OSUMNH no. 2601, was caught

on 14 April 1965, 23 miles SE of \Tida, Lane County, Oregon. For

other details see page 33.

As with mice of the genus Microtus, it is probable that

P. albipes breeds throughout the year. This may depend, to some

extent, on the amount of pressure exerted by predation, coupled

with favorable conditions for the survival of the young.

Records available at present indicate that the tree mice

probably breed throughout the year. However, more condusiv,e
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data will be presented at a later date.

Records in hand show that you.ng, 90mm or under, have been

collected from nests during the following months:

February
March
April
May
June
July
August

Though February and March are usually among the worst months of

the year, as far as weather is concerned, young have been found

during these months. Therefore, it is probable that the tree mice

breed all through the year. Future information may prove this to be

the case, provided collecting has been adequate.

The number of young in a litter was found to vary from one

to four, the usual number being two or three. Generally there is

but one litter to a nest at any given time. However, on three separ-

ate occasions, two litters, of different ages, were found living in the

same nest simultaneously. One such nest contained two infants and

a juvenile, while another supported four newly born young and two

juveniles (see Fig. 42, page 203). The third such nest was occupied

by three infants and three juveniles. In each case the mother was

also secured. This discovery is not surprising since adult females,

captured with their young, were often found to be in various stages

of pregnancy while rearing their present litter. The number of
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embryos ranged from two to four.

It is probable that to some extent littering may be dependent

on the conditions which affect the survival of the young. Litter size

would probably be dependent on the health of the mouse and the amount

of available food.

b. Development and behavior

It has generally proven to be the case that the young of the

tree mice are slower in development than are their ground-dwelling

relatives. When compared to the ground-dwelling Phenacomys

ungava, this becomes apparent immediately.

During this study it was found that the young of the tree

mice often remained more or less attached to the mother's teats

until their eyes were open which, according to Howell (1926) is at

the age of about 19 days for P. longicaudus. Very young mice were

almost always found firmly attached to the mother's teats and, on

capture, would be dragged around by the mother as she tried to es-

cape. Howell (1926) indicates that this attachment is relinquished

at about the age of two weeks. In comparison, Foster and Peterson

(1961) found that P. ungava have their eyes open by the 14th day.

Howell (l9Z6) states that at the age of 27 days the tree mice were

active and seemed to possess a semblance of adult agility; whereas

Foster and Peterson remark that the young of P. ungava were
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observed to walk on the 13th day and that on the 14th day, with eyes

open, they became much more active. It was further said of P.

ungava that the first green food was eaten on the 14th day; while

suckling continued until the 19th day. In this connection, Hamilton

(196Z) discussed P. longicaudus as follows: "Daily examination of

feces of our developing laboratory young revealed blocks of fir

cells well in advance of eye opening in some of the litters. The

first record of such material was at 17 days, 3 or 4 days before

eye opening in this particular litter. While this fir may have come

from fir consumption at this time, it more probably reflects inges -

tion of the mother's feces. Coprophagy was first witnessed on the

17th day. When held in the hand at this age the young avidly con-

sumed all the feces they came upon. One young turned and reingest-

ed its own feces as they were extruded. Inoculation with suitable

symbiotic intestinal microorganisms probably is necessary before

fir needles can be utilized effectively and this may well be the adap-

tive basis of this behavior. Young mice were first seen eating need-

les on the 25th day, although the sharp increase in absolute weight

at 20 days. . . suggests that solid food supplements the mother's milk

as soon as the eyes open. At 27 days the young trim needles from

fir sprigs in the typical adult manner. "

Three juvenile tree mice were found to have nests of their

own at the age of 32 to 36 days, according to Hamilton's calculations
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(page 496). These three mice seem to have left their birth nests

early for all others of this age were still with their mothers. With

respect to leaving the birth nest, Foster and Peterson (page 183)

indicate that, "As young are first born in the middle of June, and

juveniles were first caught on 18 July, the age f these trapped juv-

eniles was likely up to a month. A far younger animal was caught

on 28 July. It weighed only 10. 0gm. which. . . indicates an age of

15-24 days. It seems, then, that phenacomys [sic.] are first caught

at the age of about three weeks but are not trapped in numbers for

another week. "

There would appear to be a definite survival advantage in

slow development, as far as the tree mice are concerned. By leav-

ing the nest at a more advanced age, they would be assured of rela-

tively good balance and judgment, in addition to more adequate self-

sufficiency.



MOLTS AND HIBERNATION

There definitely appears to be a juvenile molt which becomes

apparent when the mouse acquires the pelage of an adult age. In ad-

dition, seasonal molts were e.ident on the adult tree mice. It is

probable that the onset of such molts is variable, depending on the

locale and the severity of the climatic conditions in a given year.

Data on this phase of the life history of the tree mice is being com-

piled and will be reported on at a later date.

With respect to hibernation, it is generally accepted that

mice of the subfamily Microtinae do not hibernate. It is possible,

however, that various individuals of the three species of Phenacomys

considered in this study may, during severe winter weather, go into

a semi-hibernation. Since they are accustomed to relatively mild

winter weather such semi-hibernation may be an advantage, especi-

ally for the tree mice that might remain in their arboreal nest.

According to data at hand, tree mice have been collected

during every month of the yearS However, no reference could be

found with respect to hibernation.

Phenacornys albipes has been collected, according to data

in hand, during the following months of the year: February, March,

April, May, June, July, August, September, and November. Most

small mammals would be in hibernation by November and probably
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remain so through March, With additional collecting, this species

may eventually be taken during every month of the year, as has

been the case with the tree mice.



PARASITES

One tick found on a P. albipes was Ixodes angustus Neuman.'5

It was a nymph, collected by Dr. Murray Johnson on 2 July 1957.

The specimen was taken two miles up the Miami River, Tillamook

County, Oregon.

This was the only record found on parasites from P.

albipes.

The only tick record from P. longicaudus is dated 17 Janu-

ary 1955, from a tree mouse collected by Stanley Jewett near Mo-

lalla, Clackamas County, Oregon. The determination of the tick

was: Ixodes spinipalpis Hadwen and Nattall, 1 .

Mites taken by the writer from P. longicaudus on Spencer

Butte were determined as: (1) Haemogamasus ambulans Thorell;

(2) Androlaelaps glasgowi Ewing; (3) Hirstionyssus species.

One cestode was secured from an adult female P. silvicola

collected on 17 April 1965, 4 1/2 miles SW of Monroe, Benton County,

Oregon. In addition, the following ticks were found in the material

of nests occupied by P. silvicola; (1) Ixodes angustus Neumann, 3C;

l?, collected on 17 January 1965, from a nest located along

161
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'5The ticks were determined by Dr. Glen Khols, a staff
member of the Rocky Mountain Laboratory.

'6The mites were determined by Mr. Roger Shoemake,
Department of Entomology, Oregon State University.
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of Monroe, Benton County. Secured on 2 May 1965; it was deter-

mined as an adult female Ixodes angustus Neumann. In addition,

the following ticks were found in the material of nests occupied by

P. silvicola: (1) Ixodes angustus Neumann, 3 ; 1 , collected on

17 January 1965, from a nest located along Nettleton Road in

McDonald Forest, six miles N of Corvallis, Benton County; (2) two

larval Haemaphysalis sp, one tick was taken from a nest one-half

mile up the North Maryt s Peak Trail from the Knights of Pythias

Cabin, 4-2/3 miles S of Blodgett, Benton County, on 19 February

1965; the other was collected on 21 November 1964, four miles W

of Camp Adair--eight miles N of Corvallis, Benton County.

As the mites collected from specimens and nests of P. silvi-

cola were almost the same for each locality, a general list will be

given. The parasitic mites that are associated with P. silvicola

as a definitive host are: (1) Androlaelaps glasgowi Ewing; (2)

Haemogamasus ambulans Thorell; (3) Haemogamasus pontiges

Berlese; (4) Listropharidae, probably Listrophorus.

The first two mites were extremely common. The third mite

was fairly common, while the latter two were rarely found.

C.A. Hubbard records a flea taken from a P. ilvicola, col-

lected in 1938 near Newberg, Yamhill County, Oregon. The flea was

identified by Dr. Karl Jordan, as a Megabothris quirini Rothschild 1905.

Fleas were collectedfrom nests inhabited by tree mice, over most

of the areas investigated during this study, however, the determinations

have not yet arrived and will, therefore, become available at a later date.



MORTALITY

1. Predation

With respect to predation Howell (1926) writes that, "The

sudden disappearance of a nest long established and the equally sud-

den appearance of a nest in another portion of the same tree or in an

adjacent one for a long time puzzled Wilder. One day, however,

while he was standing beneath a tree, bits of nest came falling about

him, and looking up, he discovered a crested jay (Cyanocitta) busily

engaged in demolishing the hOme of a tree mouse. He has since

learned that this is a regular procedure nd that while one jay is

thus engaged in the tree above, a companion will often remain on the

ground beneath carefully searching the falling debris for young mice.

Writing of a P. longicaudus eaten by a spotted owl, Miller

(1933) states, "On May26, 1932, I collected a female spotted owl

(Strix occidentalis caurina) at a point on Eel River, ten miles north

of Garberville, Mendocino Co., California. The bird was taken at

about 9 a. m. in a madrone and Douglas fir wood and had in its

stomach a nearly perfect skull of Phenacomys longicaudus, together

with much red hair that was at once recognizable as of this species.

Mr. S. B. Benson has checked the identification of the skull fr me.

A second record of tree mice being eaten by a spotted owl was ob-

tained on 19 February 1965, when an adult female of this species was
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collected in a dense stand of young second growth Douglas fir, along

Nettleton Road inMcDonald Forest, six miles north of Corvallis.

The stomach of the owl contained skull and skeletal remains, along

with the reddish hair, of two adult P. silvicola (Maser 1965b).

Pellets, thought to have been those of the great horned owl

(Bubo virginianus) were found 1/4 mile up the North Marys Peak

Trail from the Knights of Pythias cabin, 4-2/3 miles S of Blodgett,

Benton County. On 30 May 1963, the lower left jaw of aPhenacomys

was found in such a pellet, but could not be identified any further

than genus. APhenacomys skull, found on 2 May 1964, wa5 identi-

fied as P. silvicola, however, no mice could be found in the nests

located in the immediate vicinity (Maser 1965a).

On several occasions, nests were found to have been torn

open. This destruction was apparently caused by mammals, al-

though birds have been found to do the same thing. Evidence points

to one of four mammals, each of which would eat young mice if any

were found. The most frequent destruction of nests was caused by

the flying squirrels, which could easily be identified by their dis-

tinctive droppings, They proved to be very abundant, 20 having

been found in a two-month period. Raccoon proved to be a second

culprit. Not only were nests found where raccoon had been sleeping,

several of the destroyed tree mouse nests had scats of this species

on them. It also seems probable that the chickaree and grey squir-

rels would open nests in search of young, since both these squirrels
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are known to eat meat, and were abundant in all areas investigated.

In addition, these squirrels along with the wood rat, used tree

mouse nests and vice versa.

Predation on the ground would be caused primarily by wea-

sels. No evidence of this was found, however, though weasels are

in abundance in all the areas studied.

2. Accidents

Accidents probably account for some of the mortalities

among the tree mice. Wind, falling trees, and sudden detrimental

changes in weather should be taken into account. In various areas,

trees had been blown over by strong wind and were lodged on top of

tree mouse nests. While no mouse remains were found in the de-

stroyed nests, undoubtedly some are killed under these circum-

stances. Logging and forest fires indubitably take the greatest toll

of tree mouse populations. As mentioned earlier, on page II, two

sources of population remain, however. Thus, as the destroyed

habitat becomes sufficiently re-established the mice can move back

into the area.

Nests that are too large and which fall under the stress of

their own weight may kill the young mice that happen to be in them.

Added weight of snow may, occasionally, cause a nest to fall, injur-

ing any of its inhabitant mice.
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Three instances of tree mices being found dead in their

nests have been recorded, although no cause of death could be deter-

mined. The first mouse was collected by R. A. Borell, on 24 June

1926, ten miles NW of Forest Glen, Trinity County, California.

the California Academy of Sciences collection, catalogue no. 5338,

the data tag indicates that it was a dwarf male, with malformed

teeth, P. longicaudus. The second record is from the field notes of

Dr. Murray Johnson. He describes a P. longicaudus, found on 21

July 1957, five miles east of Elkton, Douglas County, Oregon, as

follows: "One Interesting finding was a partly decomposed dried

mummified juvenile on top of the nest. I saved this (removed bones)

and checked it over- -no evidence of broken bones, except a ramus

of the { right] mandible was deformed from a probable old injury. It

would appear that it died of natural causes and most likely the mother

was killed. " The third was a P. silvicola, discovered on 2 May 1965,

4 1/2 miles SW of Monroe, Benton County, Oregon. It was found in-

side the nest, next to the main nest chamber (Fig. 29). Relatively

fresh resin ducts and clippings, along with flying squirrel scats, were

found on top of the nest. The skull and part of the skeleton were pres-

ent. These indicated that the mouse was of adult stage when it died.
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FIGURE 29

DEAD TREE MOUSE FOUND IN NEST

The remains of the tree mouse, apparently of adult age,

were found in a nest on 2 May 1965, 4-1/2 miles SW of Monroe,

Benton County, Oregon. The nest was situated next to the trunk

of a Douglas fir, DBH 13", 35 feet off the ground. The nest

dimensions, in inches, were: Height 10, width 10, length 15.

While no cause of death could be determined, it is of

interest to know that the nest was being used.

Legend:

1 = Tree trunk

2 Old nest material

3 = Dead mouse (skeleton)

4 = Used nest.
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ECONOMIC STATUS

With respect to the economic status of the tree mice, Taylor

(1915 a) states that Clay found tree tops to have been killed, appar-

ently by P. longicaudus, on Chaparral Mountain, above the Maple-

creek Postoffice, Humboldt County, California. Clay asserts that

the nests found in these trees were always occupied. Taylor feels,

however, that Clay's evidence is circumstantial, and was probably

created by a local condition of some sort which was then erroneously

associated with the tree n-iice. It was further stated that this colony

had long been established. It is doubtful whether any association of

the age of the colony and the tree damage could be determined.

The writer believes that tree mice may, at times, do such

damage. One example of this type of damage was found on 19 Febru-

ary 1965, along Nettleton Road in McDonald Forest, six miles north

of Corvallis. (Refer to figs. 16, 17, 18, 19). This was the only

evidence of any detrimental effects caused by the tree mice.

The foregoing indicates that the tree mice are of little or no

economic importance,
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POPULATION STUDY

The population study was conducted over a perod of about

two months, from 12 April to 25 June 1965.

The area studied, 30-2/3 acres, was systematically ex-

amined. Every nest, except those in the oak trees, was dissected

and noted as to structure, size, position, use and whatever else

could be determined.

The general information that was assembled during this

study has been incorporated into the body of the text. However, the

data considered to be of singular significance is given in the following

account.

1. History of area

The history of the area, 4-1/2 miles SW of Monroe, Benton

County, Oregon, was compiled, at considerable expense of time

by Wayne Hammer, to whom full credit should be given.

In a letter to the writer, Hamnier states, !t The following

is a history of the area where you made a population study of the

Dusky Tree Vole, Phenacomys si],vicola.

On or about 1900 William Coveli purchased this property.

It is three forties long from east to west and one forty wide from

north to south. Diring the next three years Mr. Covell slashed and
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burned the eastern eighty acres, with the exception of the scattered

old-growth Douglas Fir and Oregon White Oak. He also left the

orchard, which consisted of plumb { sic] , apple and pear trees.

Remnants of this orchard or its seedlings, can still be seen, as

well as that of a grape arbor whose vines are not being supported by

Red Alder that has grown along a spring branch that dissects the east

forty.

"The. slashed area was seeded to grass as it.was burned and

used for pasture land. Some of the more level benches were fenced

and used for hay meadows.

In 1907 Mr. Covell moved to California and his place lay

undisturbed by man until 1917 when it was purchased by AR. Kyle.

During this interval natural reseeding from the Douglas Fir forest

along the south border has established a thick stand of young trees,

covering the entire eighty acres with the exception of that portion

that {which had] been used for hay meadows. Although Douglas Fir

forests occurred on the east and west sides of this property it is

assumed that principle seeding came from the southern stand of

timber, for at cone blasting time the prevailing wind is from the

southwest.

In 1918 Mr. Kyle slashed and burned the thirty three and

two-thirds [30-2/31 acres used for your population study. This

area was again seeded to grass for pasture. Natural reseeding to
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Douglas Fir again occurred between 1918 and 1929. In 1929 the

seed source was removed from the eastern and southern perimeters

by logging.

"Mr. Kyle sold this property in 1948, at that time pole and

piling were removed from the area west of your population study.

"Periodic disturbances in the form of logging has occurred

since 1920 along the northern border of the study area. What effect,

if any, this disturbance may have had on your population study would

be along the northwestern edge, for the northeastern perimeter was

and is of deciduous nature with the exception of a narrow strip of

young Douglas Fir that have not reached the age and density normally

occupied by the Dusky Tree Vole" (Fig. 30).

2. Description of area

In general, the area was hilly with an over-all slope of NNW.

The high point in the southeastern corner was 790 feet, and the low

point was just of center in the NNW portion, 530 feet above sea level

(Fig. 31). The southern (Fig. 32) and eastern boundaries (Fig. 33)

of the acreage were almost denuded of trees, while the northern edge

was distinguished by a fence which separated the area from like hab-

itat on the opposite side. The eastern border was indicated by an

old logging road and a sharp line of demarcation between the rela-

tively uniform young second growth and mixed old growth Douglas
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fir (Fig. 30).

Occasional flat areas were evident, although these were

often intersected by ravines,ten to 30 or more feet in depth, along

various portions of the streams. All the streams were flowing at

the beginning--the temporary portions were dry at the termination

of the study (Fig. 31).

As seen in figures 30, 31, 34, six large, open, meadow-like

areas were found. In addition, five areas of this type, five to ten

feet in diameter, were also present, but not mapped.

The climax vegetation was Douglas fir (Fig. 30, 35), with

white oak in solid patches in some places and interspersed in others.

The patches were made up of oaks up to 50" in DBH while, in gen-

eral, the smaller, interspersed oaks were being strangled by ftr. Red

alder, DBH 20" to 25", was found in scattered .ocalities being most

abundant along the course of the easternmost stream. Occasional,

large-leaved, maples were found and these, along with the fore-

mentioned trees, composed the canopy stratum.

The major understory vegetation was formed by ocean spray

(Holodiscus discolor), hazel (Corylus cornuta) and madrone. Seeds

of the giant chinquapin (Castanopsis chrysophylla) were found lying

scattered at the eastern and western ends of the acreage but no

trees were found. An occasional willow (Salix sp.) was seen. These

were large and bushy, but their distribution in the area was not
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extensive.

The major ground cover vegetation was composed of poison

oak (Rhus diversiloba), sword-fern, bracken-fern stinging nettle

([Jrtica Lyallii), bleeding heart (Dicentra formosa), skunk weed

(Navarretia squarrosa), and snow-berry (Symphoricarpos albus).

The lichen common to the area was Usnea ceratina, and the moss

found throughout was Eurhynchium oreganum.

Evidence of domestic use remained in the form of fruit

trees, scattered in various parts of the meadow-like areas along

the eastern edge of the acreage. The kinds of fruit trees present

were apple, pear and plum.. In addition, domestic grapes were

also seen. In fact, the alder trees, nos. 47 and 48, in figure 35,

were covered with them.

Listed in the order of their abundance, the Steller's jay

(Cyanocitta stelleri), common raven (Corvus corax), sooty grouse

(Dendragapus obscurus), red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), gold-

en eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), and turkey vulture (Cathartes aura)

were among the bird forms commonly seen. Owls were undoubtedly

present, but none were observed. The many small birds identified

will not be listed because they were too numerous.

Squirrels were found to be the most abundant of the diurnal

mammals associated with the area (Fig. 36). Whereas occasional

Townsend's chipmunks (Eutamias townsendii) were heard outside the
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acreage boundaries, none were detected within. One dusky-footed

wood rat was seen (Fig. 36); however, more of them could have been

found, undoubtedly, since nests were observed, though not disturbed,

in the oak trees. Coyote (Canis latrans) droppings were found in

several places, but these were about a year old. Bobcat (Lynx rufus)

s cats were discovered--however, these were also old. Wayne Hammer

stated that a black bear (Ursus americanus) had been killed in the area

a few years before. They still feed on the Horchardshl in the fall of the

year. As would be supposed, the black-tail deer (Odocoileushemionus

columbianus) was noted in the area, by tracks and droppings, although

none were seen. The following mammals were not observed, but were

undoubtedly in the area: Deer mice, jumping mice, red-back vole,

Oregon vole (Microtus oregoni), mink (Mustela vison), weasel

(Mustela erminea and Mustela frenata) and skunks (Spilogale gracilis

and Mephitis mephitis).

3. Nests

Phenacomys

Refer to figures 37, 38, 39, 40.

Squirrels

Refer to figure 37.
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Wood rat

Refer to figure 37.

Other animals using nests

The sooty grouse was found to use the tree mouse nests as

a hooting platform and, at times, might have been roosting there

also. It was noted that several nests had the top scratched open

and were sprinkled with the droppings of small birds, none of which

were identified. These birds were discovered to feed on the insect

larvae that were found in the nests.

The various squirrels werefound to have used the nests of

the tree mice as feeding stations. In addition, these nests were

often used as homesteads interchangeably, by the squirrels, wood

rat and tree mouse

4. Phenacomys captured

Number and site of collection

Refer to figure 41.

Sex rat.o

Refer to figure 41.



c Age relationships

Refer to figure 42.

d Pregnancy

Refer to figure 43.
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FIGURE 30

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF AREA USED
IN THE POPULATION STUDY

The area studied is outlined in black.

The scale is 660 feet to the inch.

The photograph, taken on 7 August 1963, was obtaired from:

The U. S. Department of Agriculture
ASCS, Aerial Photography Division
Western Laboratory
Salt Lake City, Utah
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FIGURE 31

ELEVATION OF THE POPULATION AREA

Elevations, in feet from sea level, were plotted with the

aid of an altimeter.

Legend:

Spriiig =

Permanent stream =

Temporary stream =

Wind fall =

Open areas
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FIGURE 32

VIEW OF THE SOUTHERN EDGE OF THE POPULATION AREA

Note the uniformity of the Douglas fir trees and the sharp

boundary. View faces toward the west.

Photograph by the writer.
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FIGURE 33

VIEW OF IHE NORTHEASTERN CORNER
OF THE POPULATION AREA

The view is almost due north.

Note the deciduous nature of the vegetation in this locale.

Little of this vegetation, however, encroaches into the area studied.

Photograph by the writer.
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FIGURE 34

VIEW OF THE NORTHEASTERN MEADOW-LIKE AREA

The view faces north and is one of the tihay meadows't

referred to by Hammer, on page \fl.

Photograph by the writer.
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FIGURE 35

AGE AND MEASUREMENTS OF TREES ON THE POPULATION AREA

In general, the trees were progressively smaller toward the
northern edge of the area.

The trees were aged with an increment borer and are of di-
ameter at breast height.

Douglas fir 1 29 12. 5 Douglas fir 27 13. 0
2 49 17 0 28 - 04. 0
3 22 04 5 29 - - 18. 0
4 24 05.5 U 30 08.0
5 30 20 0 31 - 16.0
6 34 22 0 32 -- 13.0
7 15 035 33 080
8 23 09. 0 It 34 - 20. 0
9 14 03.0 II 35 15.0

10 22 04 0 36 25 11 0
11 29 08 0 37 -- 45 0
12 12 0 38 42.0
13 10 0 39 08.0
14 12 0 40 23 04 0
15 -- 15 0 41 28 09. 5

II 16 -- 15 0 42 28 12.0
17 18 0 It 43 31 13. 0
18 -- 09 0 44 28 07.0
19 17.0 45 26 11.0
20 11.0 46 21 08.0
21 -- 09.0 Red alder 47 -- 25.0
22 08.0 It 48 25.0
23 06.0 Douglas fir 49 22 11.5
24 10. 0 50 25 10. 0
25 12. 0 Big-leaved
26 10.0 maple 51 30 08.0

Kind Number Age DBH Kind Number Age DBH
of on in in of on in in

tree figure years inches tree figure years inches
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FIGURE 36

SQUIRRELS AND WOOD RAT IN THE POPULATION AREA

= chickaree (Tamiasciurus douglasii) collected.

o = chickaree heard.

chicaree found dead.

X= flying squirrel (Glaucornys sabrinus) collected

= wood rat (Neotoma fuscipes) seen.
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NESTS FOUND IN THE POPULATION AREA

tree mouse.
0 chickaree or grey squirrel.
)<= flying squirrel.
(!)= wood rat.

Any nest with evidence of use by tree mice was cons idered
to be a nest of that species. For clarification of tree mouse nests
see figure 38.

Chickaree or
grey squirrel

FIGURE 37

8 x 12 x 15
no measurement
destroyed

no measurement
destroyed
no me asument
5 x 8 x 10
destroyed

no me asurement

4 x 12 x 14
4 x 8 x 10
8 x 10 x

8 c 10 x 12

destroyed
5 x 10 x 12
7 x 8 x 11

7 x 10 x 12
36 x 60 c 84
4 x 8 x 10
8 x 12 x 12
- x 12 x 18
8 x 12 x 15
20 x 20 x 30
destroyed

Douglas fir 40 feet
II 25

III
IV

I, 30
25

V 25
VI 20

VII
VIII

35

20

I,

IX 25 II

X

XI
35

30

I,

It

XII 20
XIII 20
XIV 30 I?

XV 25 II

XVI 30
XVII 35 II

Flying squirrel
X 30

Wood rat
a 1 30
b 25
c 25

d
e

30
20

I,

f 40 It

35
h oak 30
i Douglas fir 20 It

j oak 40 II

k
1

Douglas fir 35

25

I,

m 40

Kind of nest Kind of tree nest Height in tree Dimensions i inches
wasfoundin HxWxL
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FIGURE 38

TREE MOUSE NESTS IN THE POPULATION AREA

4= occupied nest.
= nest occupied, but mouse escaped.
= unoccupied nest.

All the tree mouse nests found were in Douglas fir trees and, unless otherwise mentioned,
were situated next to the trunk.

Remarks

taken over by a squirrel

mouse escaped
squirrel used
evidence of grey squirrel in nest

reused 1 or 2 days
mouse used in past reused 1 or 2 days
squirrel used
long in use
sooty grouse was psing it as hooting platform

mouse used in various portions. Raccoon
droppings on nest.

used by wood rat and mouse

small bird droppings

dead chickaree on top of nest
flying squirrel scat on top of nest. Dead mouse
in nest, see fig. 29, page 168
small bird scat and scratchings on top of nest

used as feeding site by squirrel. Grouse scat
on nest
built by grey squirrel and used periodically by
mice
15 ft. from trunk on a limb
scattered

Nest no. Height Dimensions
in tree in inches

Constructed
by

1 25 feet 4x6x6 mouse
2 40 ' 30x24x30
3 45 " 12x18xl8 squirrel
4 35 " 6x20x20 mouse
5 40 " 10x20x20 squirrel
6 40 " 24x30x30 mouse
7 20 " 9x10x12 squirrel
8 40 24x36x36 mouse
9 30 24x12x24 squirrel

10 20 " 10x8x8 mouse
11 25 " 5x8x10 mouse
12 30 " 8x10x15 squirrel
13 25 " l2xlSxl8 mouse
14 25 " 15x16x18
iS 30 " 12cl2xi4 squirrel
16 30 " destroyed mouse
17 20 " 18x15x20
18 50 " 12x16x20
19 50 lOxlOxl2
20 15 " 8xSxiO robin
21 50 " 30x46x46 wood rat

22 30 8x12x15 mouse
23 45 " 4x4x4 squirrel
24 20 " destroyed mouse
25 30 12x12xl4 "

26 30 8x10x15
27 40 " 16x12x14
28 35 I? lOxlOxiS

29 40 " 10x12x16
30 40 " 20x20x30
31 45 " Sx8xlO
32 30 5x8x10

33 50 " lOxl2xlS squirrel

34 45 " 6x8x10 mouse
35 - destroyed squirrel
36 25 15x20x25
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FIGURE 39

TREE MOUSE NEST NUMBER NINE

Nest was 30 feet from the ground and about two feet from

the top of a Douglas fir, DBH 10 to l2'. The nest dimensions, in

inches, were: height 24, width 12, length 24. It was occupied by

an adult female and two juveniles.

Note the parasitic growth in the adjacent tree. This was

seldom found.

Photograph by the writer.
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FIGURE 40

TREE MOUSE NEST NUMBER SEVENTEEN

Top view of the nest is seen in this photograph.

Note the resin ducts on the top of the nest.

The nest location was 20 feet up, against the bole of a

Douglas fir, DBH 12".

The nest dimensions, in inches, were: height 18, width

15, length 20.

The nest was occupied by an adult female and two infants.

Photograph by the writer.
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FIGURE 41

SEX RATIO OF TREE MICE IN THE POPULATION

The sex ratio is illustrated irrespective of age.

Totals = 21 males 19 females

Ratio = 1. 10 : 1. 00 respectively

= male

0 = female
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FIGURE 42

AGE REI.ATIONSFIPS OF TREE MICE IN THE POPULATION

= newly born- -until hair commences to grow- -about
third day.

infants--from the time the hair shows until the eyes
are open.

juveniles--eyes open1 but still in nest.

® juveniles on their own.

0= adults.

This breakdown of the age groups is purely arbitrary, since

accurate aging can be accomplished only after further study.
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FIGURE 43

PREGNANCY IN THE TREE MOUSE POPULATION

Each black dot represents one embryo found in each of the

respective pregnant females. Thus, in six pregnant females, a

total of 18 embryos, or, an average of three embryos per female,

were found.
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SUMMARY

The tree mice, (Phenacomys longicaudus True and Phenacomys

silvicola Howell) first discovered in Oregon, were so named by

Aurelius Todd who introduced them to science in 1890. The name

is well chosen, since it affords an accurate description of the

mouseT s arboreal habits,which habits set it apart from other mem-

bers of the genus. in 1901, Dr. C, H. Merriam designated the

name "albipesT' for the terrestrial counterpart of the tree mice.

This member of the genus Phenacomys was first discovered in Cali-

fornia. Like Todd, Merriam chose an apt descriptive name,

TalbipesT' which means Twhite_footedT.

1. Distribution

The three species of Phenacomys considered in this study are

endemic to the humid areas of western Oregon and northwestern

California. They appear to be restricted to their general range by

three primary limiting factors: (1) the Columbia River to the north,

(2) low humidity, with insufficient free water in the form of fog or

dew, coupled with a sudden change in habitational environment along

the crest of the Cascade Mountains to the east, and (3) large ex-

panses of land, lacking suitable habitat, to the south. As yet, how-

ever, the full extent of their range is not fully known.
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Z. Habitat

The tree mice, as the name implies, are primarily arboreal

Coastal populations seem to be associated principally with Sitka

spruce, while those inhabiting the interior portions of the range are

found chiefly in Douglas fir. Less commonly, these mice have been

discovered in grand fir or hemlock trees. P. albipes, on the other

hand, appears to be wholly terrestrial and is usually associated

with small, clear streams flowing through coniferous forest.

3. Home Raitge

Unfortunately, the amount of information thus far available is

sufficient to permit only speculation with respect to the home range

of P. albipes. If these mice were to roam at will over the forest

floor, their home range would undoubtedly be larger than would be

the case if they were confined to runways. Thus, the home range

would depend on the extent to which the species is limited by such

runway systems.

The home range of the tree mice appears to be influenced by

the size, density, and location of the trees in which they live. Large

trees or dense stands of young second growth would seem to offer

an unlimited area in which a home range could be established. e-

cause the tree mice are primarily arboreal, an isolaled tree would
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restrict the area over which they could roam.

4. Nests

Though the arboreal nests of the tree mice vary in relation to

the area in which they are found and the materials available for con-

structidn, it must be emphasized that no differences could be de-

termined with respect to the nests of the two species.

Height above ground

The lowest nest to be found was six feet above the ground; the

highest was 150 feet. In general, the nests were located between

20 and 40 feet above the ground.

Position in trees

In large trees, the nests were usually observed near the outer

tips of the large limbs, while those in young second growth were

situated against or around the trunks. There is, nevertheless, no

stringent rule which governs the placement of nests. Provided a

source of food is immediately accessible, the mice, apparently,

build their nests wherever a suitable foundation is av3ilable.

c. Slope preference
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Slope aspect proved to be important only in areas where oak
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was the climax vegetation on the southern faces of the hills. In such

localities, suitable tree mouse habitat was limited to the Douglas

fir dominated north slopes. Hence, slope preference appeared to be

obligatory.

General size

Tree mouse nests range in size from three or four inches to

more than three feet in diameter, depending on the length of time

they have been in use. No size relationships could be determined

in connection with the arboreal nests of the males and females.

While evidence, in California, indicates that the males live

in subterranean burrows much of the time, nothing to this effect

was discovered during this investigation.

Form and composition

Tree mice have been found to use aberrant nest foundations.

Such foundations include the appropriated nests of squirrels, wood

rats and birds. On the other hand, many nests are constructed

entirely by the mice. Such nests, however, appeared to be in the

minority.

The nests usually contain one or more inner chambers. As

new nest chambers are constructed, the old are given over to the

deposition of feces. Chambers are connected with one another, and
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the outside, by a system of tunnels. Although no generalization can

be made with respect to the number or position of the tunnels and

chambers, one particular chamber and one particular tunnel ap-

peared to follow some sort of rule. The chamber used for rearing

the young was almost always in the middle of the nest. The tunnel

most often used for escape always led to an exit below the nest,

against the bole of the tree. Other chambers and tunnels were con-

stantly altered as the nest increased in size.

Occupied nests increase in size as food refuse accumulates.

An earthen mass is formed in the bottom of the nest as old nest

and fecal material decomposes, and fresh material is constantly

added to the upper portion. It can be postulated, therefore, that

large nests represent years of occupation.

Occasionally, nests which have been destroyed are recon-

structed, though little evidence of this was found,

f. Desertion of nests

Nests often appear to have been deserted for a considerable

period of time. The only rule that can be applied to this phenome-

non is that, as the trees grow and the lower limbs die, the mice

are forced to move higher into the tree in order to obtain food.

This causes the lower nests to be abandoned. Nests in other loca-

tions are also abandoned, but no explaination for this has thus far



been found.

g. Inquilines

A large variety of insects and their allies inhabit the mouse

nests. Thus far, with the exception of fleas, ticks and mites, all

have been classed as non-parasitic. Salamanders have also, oc-

casionally, been discovere-d in tree mouse nests as high as 60 feet

above the ground.

5. Behavior

Movement in natural habitat

Most of the tree mice are very cautious in their movements.

Most move slowly and carefully, while some are fast and agile as

they seek escape. Nevertheless, all proceed head first and exhibit

a semi-prehensile use of their tail.

Sex ratio in natural habitat

Females have predominated in all collections made since the

discovery of the tree mice.

The population study indicated that the sex ratio is in favor of

the males in nestling mice, but that it reverses after the mice leave

the nest. As yet, it is possible only to speculate on the reason for
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the reversal.

Defense

Tree mice are extremely docile and seldom bite. A female

with young may try, but not often.

Reactions to captivity

The tree mice exhibit sis recognizable reactions to captivity.

While recognizable, the reactions are not predictable because of

the great variation in temperament in the individual mice.

6. Food and water

Phenacomys a1bies has been reported to feed on rootlets and

vegetation. As yet, however, nothing this definite has been identi-

fied. The tree mice, on the other hand, appear to be highly spe-

cialized in their diet. Various persons have indicated that these

mice will eat a variety of foods. The writer conteids that they are

probably restricted in diet to the needles of four conifezs: Douglas

fir, Sitka spruce, grand fir, and western hemlock.

The tree mice obtain all the water they need, apparently, by

supplementing the moisture content of their food with the rain and

fog which they lick off the needles.
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7. Breeding biology

Breeding behavior

Since this phase of tree mice life histories did not constitute

a part of this study, the observations of William Hamilton (1962),

on P. longicaudus, have been extensively quoted.

Young

All collections of young tree mice, 90mm or under, which

have been used as a basis for this study were collected during the

period of February through August. Since, as far as weather is

concerned, February and March are usually the worst months of

the year, it is possible that the mice breed throughout the rest of

the year without an increase in the mortality of the young. Excep-

tionally hard winters would probably cause a greater number of

mortalities among nestling mice.

Three embryos have been found in each of three P. albipes,

while tree mice have litters of one to four. The average is two to

three per litter.

Though the occasions are rare, two litters will sometimes

be found in the same nest.

Nestling tree mice develop slowly, as compared with ground-

dwelling members of the genus. This is, probably, an adaptation
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to their arboreal habitat, for extensive wandeiing about the nest

before they are fully developed would, undoubtedly, increase the

mortality rate. Such wandering would not only make them vunerable

to predation, but also to fatal falls from the nest.

8. Molts and hibernation

Molts

A study of molting in the tree mice is to be compiled at a

later date.

Hibernation

It is generally known that North American Microtines do not

hibernate. It can be inferred, therefore, that Phenacomys do not

hibernate since they are of the subfamily Microtinae. It is possible,

however, that they become inactive during periods of severe winter

weather.

9. Parasites

One tapeworm was collected from an adult female P. silvicola,

and its determination is pending.

Ticks, representing two genera, have been collected from

the mice considered in this study: (1) P. albipes, Ixodes anustus
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Neumann; (2) P. longicaudus, Ixodes spinipalpis Hadwen and Nuttall;

(3) P. silvicola, Ixodes angustus Neumann and Haemaphysalis

sp.

The following is a list of mites which were found to be associ-

ated with tree mice:

Haemogamasus ambulans (Thorell)

Haemogamasus pontiges (Berlese)
Androlaelaps glasgowi (Ewing)

Hirstionyssus sp.
Listrophoridae, probably Listrophorus sp.

One flea, Megabothris quirini Rothschild 1905, was collected

from a P. silvicola. An additional collection of fleas was made,

but determinations are pending.

10. Mortality

a. Predation

Thus far, the only records of predation have been coniected

with tree mice: (1) one record known is that of a crested jay

(Cyanocitta) preying on P. longicaudus; (2) one P. longicaudus and

two P. silvicola are known to have been eaten by the spotted owl

(Strix occidentalis); (3) a skull of P. silvicola was found in a pellet

which was thought to have been cast by a great horned owl (Bubo

vrginianus); (4) a lower jaw, identifiable to the genus Phenacomys
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only, was discovered in a pellet attributed to a great horned owl. It

is further thought that squirrels, wood rat, weasel and raccoon are

potential predators

b. Accidents

It is probable that a greater number of mortalities can be at-

tributed to accidents than to predation. Fire and logging place the

tree mice in danger of extinction over much of their range, regard-

less of the apparent lack of population cycles. In addition, wind

storms, adverse weather, and nests which fall because of weight and

size are classed as accidents".

Economic status

There are no apparent economically important implications

which can be attributed to the mice considered in this study.

Population study

A population study was conducted over a period of approxi-

mately two months, 12 April to 25 June, 1965. The area investi-

gated encompassed 30-2/3 acres, 4_lIZ miles SW of Monroe,

Benton County, Oregon.

Dense second growth Douglas fir, 25 to 30 years of age, in

general covered the area.
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A total of 40 P. silvicola were collected, an average of 1.03

mice per acre. Sixteen of the 37 nests found were occupied. Thus,

an average of 1.08 mice per nest was determined for the acreage,

irrespective of whether or not the nests were occupied. The aver-

age number of mice per occupied nest was 2.50.

Sixty-two and one-half percent of the population, or over half

of the mice, were nestlings; adults represented 30.00 percent; and

independent juveniles made up the remaining 7. 50 percent.

It is imperative that additional population studies be carried

out if a full understanding of the trends indicated by this study are

to be verified.
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CONCLUSIONS

It is the opinion of the writer that both P. longicaudus and P.

silvicola can be listed among the common, though unique, mammals

of the Pacific Northwest. It is further thought that intensive col-

lecting will place P. albipes in this category also.

Though fire and logging destroy large portions of their habitat,

the bastard growth and seed trees form the nucleus of tree mouse

re-establishment, when the surrounding conditions become adequate.

No evidence was found to support the hypothesis of underground

nests on the part of the male tree mice. It is concluded, however,

that a large portion of the non-breeding population dwells elsewhere

than in the trees and, therefore, is not subject to capture by the

methods employed in this study. Moreover, the sex ratio discrep-

ancies tend to substantiate the latter idea, but parallel population

studies must be carried out before any valid conclusions can be

drawn.

With the collection of a female tree mouse on 6 February 1966,

1-1/2 miles northeast of Lorane, Lane County, Oregon, their range

has been proven continuous from north to south.

The differences found between the two species of tree mice ap-

pear to be ecological rather than geographical. For example, there

were differences in the availability of such things as food, nesting

material, and the maturity and types of habitat trees. With respect
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to these, the type and frequency of habitat disturbances compounds

the difficulty of such comparisons.

Before any more than relative population density estimates can

be made, two problems must be solved: (1) do some tree mice live

underground and, if not, where can they be found? and (2) how can the

numbers of mice in old growth timber be calculated? In connection

with the latter problem, it might be well for the investigator to work

in conjunction with the loggers and their operations because the tree

mice, known to loggers as the "golden mice", are often found moving

about the newly fallen trees, indicating possibilities for density esti-

mates.

It is concluded that a large portion of the population will be

missed until these problems have been solved. However, size and

homogeneity of the habitat trees (young second growth, 12 to 15" DBH)

will enable the worker to make a valid estimate of the numbers of

mice in this area of their habitat. It is thought that thorough col-

lecting, over a period of two or three years, in such timber will give

an accurate population density. Unfortunately, such study areas are

limited in size and locality.

During the two months in which the population study was made,

there were 1. 03 mice per acre of second growth Douglas fir. It was

further determined that nestlings comprised 62. 50 percent of this

population, while adults represented 30. 00 percent and independent
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juveniles 7. 50 percent, respectively. These data, coupled with the

reverse in sex ratio between nestlings (2. 1: 1, males to females) and

non-nestlings (1:4, males to females), points to the possibility that

the mice may move into the trees primarily for breeding and rearing

the young. Since most of the nests observed were the "nursery type",

it is felt that non-breeding individuals move into the trees at the onset

of their first breeding season, while some adult females may remain

arboreal permanently if, as thought, they breed throughout the year.

The immatures possibly disperse through the trees before going to

the ground, whereas, the adult males probably take up aboreal resi-

dency when they find receptive females.
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